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1. General introduction 

An estimated 10,000 years ago men started to select and cultivate wild plant species – giving 

birth to agriculture and domestication of crop plants (Lev-Yadun et al., 2000). Presumably, back 

in those days, people did not know that they would revolutionize human lifestyle and pave the 

way for modern human civilization. This milestone in the history of mankind took place in a 

region called the Fertile Crescent (Gopher et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2000) - spanning modern-

day Jordan, Israel, Lebanon, western Syria, and into Turkey, Iraq and Iran. At that time, barley 

(Hordeum vulgare L.) was one of the very first crops to be selected (Salamini et al., 2002) and 

cultivated, and ever since it remains as one of the most important crop species worldwide. Today, 

barley is the fourth most important cereal crop in the world in terms of harvested area and tons 

(http://faostat.fao.org). The largest proportion of the global barley production is utilized for 

animal feed, followed by the use in malting industries and various food products (Blake et al., 

2011). Barley is adapted to a diverse range of environments and it is known to be more stress 

tolerant than wheat (Triticum aestivum) (Nevo et al., 2012). Hence, barley can be cultivated even 

under unfavorable conditions where alternative food crops are limited and it remains the major 

source of daily calories for human nutrition especially in some developing countries (Grando and 

Macpherson, 2005). Furthermore, it is thought to exhibit health benefits as the grain is 

particularly high in soluble dietary fiber, lowering blood cholesterol, blood pressure and 

glycaemic index (Ullrich SE, 2008).  

Barley belongs to the genus Hordeum, which is part of the Triticeae tribe and the Poaceae 

(Gramineae) family (von Bothmer et al., 1995). The genus Hordeum comprises about 33 species 

(Blattner, 2009) and 45 taxa including diploid, polyploid, annual and perennial types. It shows a 

wide geographical distribution throughout the world (von Bothmer et al., 1995). Morphologically 

the genus is defined to have three single-flowered spikelets (triplets) at each rachis node of the 

inflorescence and it possesses the basic chromosome number of x = 7 (Blattner, 2009). Cultivated 

barley has been domesticated from H. vulgare L. ssp. spontaneum, which was first described by 

the German botanist Carl Koch in Turkey (von Bothmer et al., 1995). Barley is an annual, diploid 

(2n = 2x = 14) inbreeding species with a genome of > 5 Gbp in size (Dolezel and Bartos, 2005; 

International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Even though, more than 80 % of the genome 

is composed of repetitive DNA (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012), barley has 

http://faostat.fao.org/
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proven as a valuable reference for other Triticeae species with more complex genomes such as 

rye (Secale cereale) and bread wheat (Triticum aestivum).  

Prehistoric farmers have selected barley for mainly three morphological features that make the 

crop easier to harvest or consume such as: non-brittleness of the inflorescence – so seeds do not 

fall apart when being harvested, free threshing naked grains that are no longer covered by the 

attached glumes, and seed size (Salamini et al., 2002). The millennia of domestication and 

improvement / adaptation by early farmers and especially the extensive breeding during the last 

centuries induced the necessary changes to facilitate modern cultivation of barley and laid the 

foundation for tremendous yield increases (Salamini et al., 2002). Today, breeding has become a 

highly complex discipline. The major breeding goals for barley and crops in general are to 

increase yield and quality and to maintain yield and quality at high level by improving the 

tolerance to biotic and abiotic stress. Efficient and targeted breeding programs seem to be more 

important than ever, considering the constantly growing world population and rapidly changing 

environmental conditions (climate change) (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 

2013). On the downside however, extensive breeding has often narrowed the genetic diversity of 

breeding germplasm, resulting in a limited choice of beneficial alleles for further improving elite 

crops (Feuillet et al., 2008) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Loss of diversity through domestication and adaptation. 

The figure illustrates schematically the loss of diversity through domestication and improvement. 

Dots represent individual genotypes, where each different color indicates allelic diversity at gene 

loci leading to different haplotypes. Genetic bottlenecks occur during domestication when a 

subset of genotypes of the wild are selected during domestication. Consequently cultivated gene 

pools will be restricted to the diversity from these limited founders. The figure was modified after 

Tanksley and McCouch (1997). 

1.1 Genetic resources  

Modern plant breeding often focuses only on a relatively small, improved and adapted sub-

population of the available cultivated or on non-cultivated diverse gene pools. This includes 

strong selection, leading to reduced genetic diversity of the crop as compared to the ancestor 

(Tanksley and McCouch, 1997). Furthermore, among breeders it is common practice to reuse 

preferred elite parents to establish new varieties (Kumar et al., 2011). However, a very narrow 

genetic diversity may pose a significant risk to crop production, as was painfully experienced 

during the Irish potato famine from 1845 to 1852 as well as during the southern leaf blight 

epidemic of maize in the US in 1970. Both catastrophes were benefitted due to genetic uniformity 
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of the cultivated crops (Damania, 2008). The Irish potato production was particularly vulnerable 

due to a very limited number of varieties grown at that time (Damania, 2008; Hawkes, 1994). In 

fact a single variety ‘Lumper’ was extensively cultivated and unfortunately very susceptible to 

Phytophthora infestans, the causal agent of the Irish famine (Damania, 2008; Hawkes, 1994). 

Likewise, the cause of the leaf blight epidemic in the US was the widespread use of a single 

genetic male sterility factor, which turned out to be genetically linked to Southern leaf blight 

(Bipolaris maydis) susceptibility (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997). In 1970 this male sterility 

factor was present in more than 85 % of the US corn cultivation area (Levings, 1990).  

For the preservation of genetic resources and to study the origin of cultivated plants Nikolai 

Ivanovich Vavilov has initiated the collection and conservation of plant genetic resources more 

than 70 years ago (Vavilov, 1940). Maybe one of the most impressive and important success 

stories of genetic resources in plant breeding took place in the 1960’s. At that time Norman 

Borlaug incorporated dwarfing genes from a wheat cultivar of Japanese origin and genes 

conferring durable disease and insect resistance into wheat, promoting the Green Revolution 

(Rajaram and Hettel, 1994). 

It was already in 1972, when the National Research Council, Washington, US, claimed about the 

urgency and necessity of genetic resources and diversity for a stable food supply (National 

Research Council, 1972). Since the importance of genetic variation was of global concern, a 

“plan of action” was published in an international agreement (adopted by 150 countries) in 1996 

and updated in 2011 as a “strategic framework for the conservation and sustainable use of the 

plant genetic diversity” (Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 1996; 

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 2011). Today, plant genetic 

resources are maintained and conserved in more than 1300 ex situ gene banks worldwide 

(Haussmann et al., 2004). 

Genetic resources can be defined as “all materials that are available for improvement of a 

cultivated plant species” (Becker, 1993). According to the gene pool concept, they can be divided 

into primary gene pool, secondary gene pool, and tertiary gene pool (Harlan and de Wet, 1971). 

This classification depends on how closely related they are at the genomic level and based on the 

degree of sexual compatibility (Harlan and de Wet, 1971). Breeding programs generally consider 

mainly the primary gene pool, since traits are much easier to utilize and incorporate. Species of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipolaris_maydis
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the secondary and tertiary gene pool exhibit crossing barriers to the primary gene pool crop 

(Harlan and de Wet, 1971). Thus, the incorporation of traits is costlier as compared to the primary 

gene pool. Furthermore, recombination frequencies between the chromosomes of different gene 

pool species are usually reduced, slowing down the process of trait incorporation. The larger the 

genetic distance between a genetic resource and a related crop species, the higher the chance that 

negative traits are transferred together with the wanted improvement trait (negative linkage drag) 

(Brinkman and Frey, 1977; Stam and Zeven, 1981). Negative linkage drag may cause yield 

penalties. Depending on the crop and the genetic resource, it may be a laborious process to 

remove those negative effects. The importance of genetic resources for crop improvement 

belonging to any of the three gene pools varies between different crop species. In maize (Zea 

mays) or pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum) the genetic variation within the primary gene pool is 

high enough to ensure sustainable crop improvement (Simmonds, 1962). This is in strong 

contrast to rape seed (Brassica napus) a recent allopolyploid species with very limited genetic 

diversity in the primary gene pool. Thus, “novel” traits can be almost exclusively introduced 

from diploid Brassica species of the secondary and tertiary gene pool (Hu et al., 2002). In barley 

elite germplasm genetic diversity has been narrowed significantly if compared to H. spontaneum 

or early domesticated cultivars (landraces) (Forster et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2000). For instance 

the analysis of 28 loci over 101 elite barley cultivars and 19 barley landraces revealed that 72 % 

of the total allele diversity was accounted for by the 19 landraces (Russell et al., 2000). 

Therefore, barley breeders may benefit by accessing genetic diversity present in less adapted 

genetic resources. 

Since the likelihood that a pathogen can infect two species decreases with their phylogenetic 

distance (Gilbert and Webb, 2007), the secondary and tertiary gene pools are thought to exhibit a 

reservoir of more durable non-host resistances compared to those available from the primary gene 

pool. Thus, despite the substantially higher effort needed to access traits from outside the primary 

gene pool, it is often worth it. In 1986, it was estimated that the benefit of introgressions from 

wild relatives into crops accounted for more than 340 million US Dollars per year (Prescott-Allen 

and Prescott-Allen, 1986). To date, traits from wild relatives have been transferred into at least 13 

crops; among them the world’s four most important cereals: wheat, rice (Oryza sativa), maize 

(Zea mays L.), and barley (Hajjar and Hodgkin, 2007). 
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1.1.1 Genetic resources for barley improvement  

In accordance to the gene pool concept the primary gene pool consists of the crop species itself, 

landraces, and direct relatives (Harlan and de Wet, 1971). Landraces are locally adapted varieties 

that have not been undergoing extensive modern line breeding but were selected and adapted as 

populations by farmers and later also breeders. The members of the primary gene pool can be 

crossed without obstacles; hybrids are generally fertile with good chromosome pairing; gene 

segregation is approximately normal and genes can be transferred without barriers (Harlan and de 

Wet, 1971). The primary gene pool of barley consists of cultivated barley including landraces and 

its direct ancestor H. spontaneum (wild barley). Barley breeding has often taken advantage of the 

diversity that is provided by landraces (von Bothmer et al., 2003). For instance, broad spectrum 

resistance against Blumeria graminis spp. hordei (powdery mildew) was recognized in Ethiopian 

landraces around 1970 (Jørgensen, 1992a). Subsequently, the resistance gene mlo-11, was 

transferred into elite spring barley and provided durable resistance to powdery mildew in Europe 

since then (Jørgensen, 1992a). Owing to the emergence of highly yielding elite barley cultivars, 

the production of barley landraces has diminished constantly. This is because they are often 

outcompeted regarding yield, especially under technologically advanced, modern plant 

production practices. Nonetheless, barley landraces still play an important role as major daily 

calorie source of the human diet in regions with a less developed agriculture such as parts of 

Central and Southern Asia as well as of Northern Africa and Ethiopia (von Bothmer et al., 2003). 

In Europe the cultivation has been abandoned except for a few restricted areas, such as Sardinia 

in Italy (Attene et al., 1996). Landraces make up the largest fraction of barley germplasm in 

genebanks representing about 23 % of the total collection (Sato, 2014).  

Also H. spontaneum was found to be a valuable genetic resource for barley breeding. It has a 

broad geographic distribution, spanning from the eastern Mediterranean and Turkey to Central 

Asia, and much of Southwestern Asia. The diversity within wild barley was found to be rich, e.g. 

regarding disease resistance (Abbott et al., 1992; Fetch et al., 2003; Forster et al., 2000; Jana and 

Nevo, 1991; Moseman et al., 1990), allozymic protein variation (Baek et al., 2003; Nevo, 1998), 

growth physiology (Van Rijn et al., 2000), agronomic performance (Nevo et al., 1984) and on the 

level of DNA (Baek et al., 2003; Baum et al., 1997; Turpeinen et al., 2001). Despite of negative 

linkage drag (Sato and Takeda, 1997), H. spontaneum has been used extensively in crosses with 

H. vulgare (Nevo, 1992) conferring new disease resistances and tolerances to abiotic stress 
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(Eglinton et al., 1999; Ivandic et al., 1998; Lehmann, 1991; Sato and Takeda, 1997) including salt 

tolerance (Mano and Takeda, 1998), water stress and nitrogen utilization (Gorny, 2001; Honsdorf 

et al., 2014; Schnaithmann and Pillen, 2013). Also broad-spectrum resistances such as Rph16, 

which confers resistance to all known isolates of barley leaf rust (Puccinia hordei Otth.) were 

gained from H. spontaneum (Ivandic et al., 1998). Mla-6 and Mla-14, two genes conferring 

powdery mildew resistance, were introgressed from H. spontaneum (Jørgensen, 1992b). 

Furthermore, drought tolerant barley cultivars have been obtained from wild barley and were 

released by the International Center for Agricultural Research, Washington, US (Hajjar and 

Hodgkin, 2007). H. spontaneum is represented by more than 30,000 accessions (Saisho and 

Takeda, 2011) in 37 gene banks worldwide (Feuillet and Muehlbauer, 2009). 

The natural variation of the primary gene pool (or any other gene pool) can be increased 

artificially by induced mutagenesis (Stadler, 1930). Large mutant collections have been 

developed for different plant species e.g. Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) (O’Malley and 

Ecker, 2010), rice (Oryza sativa) (Hirochika et al., 2004) and also barley (Lundquist, 2009; 

Scholz F, 1962). By now, more than 10,000 barley mutant alleles have been characterized and are 

stored in the ex situ gene bank NordGen, Alnarp, Sweden (Lundquist, 2009). New traits from 

induced mutations have contributed to more than 300 barley varieties 

(http://mvgs.iaea.org/Default.aspx). Furthermore, induced barley mutants facilitated the 

confirmation of candidate genes. For instance, induced knock-out or loss-of-function mutations 

of candidate genes in independent plant material can confirm the function of candidate genes if 

an expected phenotype is obtained (Comadran et al., 2012; Mascher et al., 2014). 

The secondary gene pool is composed of germplasm that belongs to a different species than the 

primary pool crop plant. They are more difficult to cross with the (primary gene pool) crop. 

Progeny may form at lower percentages and may be weak and only partially fertile or even 

infertile. Chromosome pairing in inter-pool hybrids may be poor or even completely lacking 

(Harlan and de Wet, 1971). Hordeum bulbosum L. (Figure 2) is the only member of the 

secondary gene pool of barley (von Bothmer et al., 1995). It has been proposed as a valuable 

genetic resource for barley, especially regarding biotic stress resistances (Pickering et al., 1987; 

Ruge et al., 2003; Szigat and Szigat, 1991; Walther et al., 2000). Furthermore, H. bulbosum is 

thought to comprise non-host resistances against barley pathogens (Johnston, 2007). A 

http://mvgs.iaea.org/Default.aspx
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comprehensive and detailed description of H. bulbosum as a genetic resource for barley will be 

given in the next paragraph. 

 

 

Figure 2. Inflorescence of Hordeum bulbosum 

This picture shows a flowering inflorescence (ear, spike) of Hordeum bulbosum at full anthesis. 

(Photograph taken by Heike Ernst, IPK). 

Members of the tertiary gene pool are more distantly related to the primary gene pool. Gene 

transfer to the primary gene pool may only be possible by employing special techniques like 

embryo culture, protoplast fusion, chromosome doubling or bridge crossing (e.g. make crosses by 

involving members of the secondary gene pool) (Harlan and de Wet, 1971). Within the genus 

Hordeum, there are about 31 species belonging to the tertiary gene pool (von Bothmer et al., 

1995) including diploid, tetraploid or hexaploid, annual, perennial, self-pollinating or out-

breeding species (von Bothmer et al., 1995). The geographical distribution is considerably wide 

with species found in the northern as well as the southern hemisphere such as Central Asia, South 

Africa, Europe, the Middle East, North and South America (von Bothmer et al., 1995). Thus 

species of the genus Hordeum are endemic in areas from subtropical to arctic climate and from 

sea level to more than 4500 m above sea level (von Bothmer et al., 1995). Strong crossability 

barriers and low chromosome pairing occur in hybrids with H. vulgare  and several attempts to 

use these species in crosses with H. vulgare have been unsuccessful (von Bothmer et al., 1983). 
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Research on hybrids from protoplast fusion between barley and species of other genera e.g. 

Elymus, Thinopyrum and Pseudoroegneria (Kim et al., 2008), rice (Kisaka et al., 1998), rye 

(Fedak and Armstrong, 1981) and even of different plant families like carrot (Daucus carota) 

(Kisaka and Kameya, 1998), soybean (Glycine max) (Kao et al., 1974) and tobacco (Nicotiana 

tabacum) (Somers et al., 1986) have been performed. However, obtained hybrids have mostly 

been sterile and so far they did not play any role for barley improvement. 

It was proposed that in modern terminology, genetic resources should also include isolated genes 

(Becker, 1993). Thus this fourth class of genetic resources could include genes originating from 

any plant, animal or even microorganism species (Becker, 1993). However, the utilization of this 

fourth resource requires the implementation of transformation technology for genetic 

modification. In fact, the fourth gene pool class can play a substantial role for crop improvement 

as reviewed in Dunwell (2000) and Phipps and Park (2002). Genetic modification is a well-

established method for barley (Ji et al., 2013). Nonetheless, genetically modified barley varieties 

are not in commercial use owing to high regulation costs and a low acceptance by consumers, 

especially in Europe (Verstegen et al., 2014). However, genetic modification has been successful 

in barley research mainly for the functional validation of candidate genes as reviewed earlier 

(Goedeke et al., 2007). The barley gene pool concept is visualized in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Gene pool concept for barley 

This figure illustrates the concept of four gene pools available for barley improvement (Becker, 

1993; Harlan and de Wet, 1971). The primary gene pool includes wild barley (H.vulgare ssp. 

spontaneum), barley landraces and cultivars. All members of the primary gene pool mate freely. 

The secondary gene pool contains H. bulbosum, which can be crossed with members of the 

primary gene pool to produce (partially) fertile hybrids if employing embryo rescue. The tertiary 

gene pool contains species that are more distantly related to cultivated barley. In nature, hybrids 

between the third gene pool species and barley do not occur spontaneously. Thus, gene transfer is 

not possible without applying biotechnology. The forth gene pool represents no living species but 

includes individual genes that may be transferred to barley by genetic transformation from any 

species including animals and microorganisms. The figure was modified after Harlan and de Wet 

(1971) and Becker (1993). 

1.1.2 Hordeum bulbosum as a resourcefor barley improvement 

H. bulbosum is a perennial Hordeum species, which has a broad geographical distribution along 

the Mediterranean basin and the Fertile Crescent (von Bothmer et al., 1995) (Figure 4). H. 

vulgare and H. bulbosum were found to constitute the same genome, nowadays generally 

designated as the ‘H’ genome (Blattner, 2009). H. bulbosum can be propagated sexually via seeds 
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and also vegetatively via bulbs that form by swelling of the basal internodes giving rise to the 

species’ name of H. bulbosum. The out-breeding (cross-fertilizing) species exists as diploid as 

well as auto-tetraploid cytotypes, and it has a strong, two gene based self-incompatibility system 

(Lundqvist, 1962). Usually H. bulbosum and H. vulgare exhibit strong crossability barriers that 

interfere with the formation of fertile hybrids. If crossed with H. vulgare, the H. bulbosum 

chromosomes usually get eliminated during mitosis, leaving behind a haploid barley embryo 

(Kasha et al., 1970). When treated with colchicine, the chromosomes of the haploid plant can be 

doubled, resulting in fertile and completely homozygous plants (doubled haploid). Due to this, H. 

bulbosum has been frequently used in barley breeding for the production of doubled haploids 

(Kasha et al., 1970). However, this approach has recently been largely replaced by anther and 

microspore culture that were found to be more efficient (Pickering and Devaux, 1992) .  

 

Figure 4. Geographic range of the natural habitat of the species Hordeum bulbosum 

The map visualizes the geographic range where H. bulbosum occurs in natural populations 

(regions marked in dark blue color). The figure was modified after von Bothmer et al. (1995) and 

the plain map was freely available and modified from “Wikimedia Commons” 

(https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/63/A_large_blank_world_map_with_oceans

_marked_in_blue.svg). 

Besides its importance for doubled haploid plant production, H. bulbosum is of interest for barley 

improvement, mainly as a potential source of genes controlling important agronomic traits such 

as abiotic and biotic stress resistance or tolerance, perenniality and self-incompatibility 
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(Pickering and Johnston, 2005). To exploit these traits it is necessary to transfer at least partially 

the H. bulbosum genome to H. vulgare. An important step towards this aim was the discovery 

that the retention of H. bulbosum chromosomes can be archived if the genome ploidy ratio 

favored the H. bulbosum parent (Kasha and Sadasiva, 1971). Subsequently if was found that H. 

bulbosum chromosome elimination strongly depends on the parental genotypes and that 

chromosomes retained at much higher frequency when the plants were crossed and maintained at 

temperatures below 18°C (Pickering, 1984). As a general feature of wide hybridizations, 

endosperm degradation occurs gradually after fertilization in crosses between barley and H. 

bulbosum (Pickering and Johnston, 2005). Thus, embryo culture is necessary to regenerate H. 

vulgare/H. bulbosum hybrids. Diploid (VB) hybrids (where V and B denote the haploid genomes 

from H. vulgare and H. bulbosum, respectively) were completely sterile, but colchicine treatment 

allowed regenerating partially fertile tetraploid (VVBB) hybrids (Pickering, 2000). Alternatively, 

tetraploid hybrids have been obtained by doubling the barley and H. bulbosum chromosomes 

prior to crossing (Szigat and Pohler, 1982). Triploid (VBB) hybrids, produced by crossing diploid 

barley with tetraploid H. bulbosum were partially fertile without colchicine treatment (Pickering, 

1991b). Cytogenetic analysis of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum hybrids revealed that homeologous 

pairing between H. vulgare and H. bulbosum chromosomes occurred during meiosis (Pickering, 

1991a). The latter is crucial to obtain recombination between the genomes of H. vulgare and H. 

bulbosum within the hybrid. The frequency of homeologous pairing was found to depend on the 

involved chromosomes (Pickering, 1991a) and on the parental genotypes (Thomas and Pickering, 

1985).  

After the production of (partially) fertile hybrids, the next step towards the utilization of H. 

bulbosum traits for barley improvement was the transfer of chromosomes and in particular of 

chromosome segments to barley via recombination and introgression. It was in 1982, when the 

first evidence was observed that an H. bulbosum chromatin introgression was obtained from a 

hybrid between barley and H. bulbosum (Szigat and Pohler, 1982). The transfer of H. bulbosum 

chromatin into the barley genome could be confirmed at the molecular level after the emergence 

of techniques such as in situ hybridization and Southern hybridization (Pickering et al., 1995; Xu 

and Kasha, 1992). In general, recombination between H. vulgare and H. bulbosum chromosomes 

in hybrids is possible, but the frequency is low (Pickering, 1991a). Consequently, “high-pairing” 

H. vulgare and H. bulbosum genotypes were selected for crossing to increase the possibility of 
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homeologous recombination. However, in a subsequent study it was found that recombination 

frequency was not strongly correlated with homeologous chromosome pairing (Zhang et al., 

1999).  

Despite all these obstacles, a considerable number of introgression lines (IL)s and substitution 

lines between barley and H. bulbosum could be generated for all barley chromosomes except for 

a chromosome 1H substitution (Johnston et al., 2009; Pickering et al., 1987; Pickering et al., 

1994; Ruge et al., 2003; Szigat and Szigat, 1991; Walther et al., 2000). ILs and substitution lines 

can be obtained from hybrids by backcrossing with the recurrent barley parent or through selfing 

(Pickering, 2000; Pickering et al., 1994) (Figure 5). Subsequently, some progeny plants appear to 

have a diploid H. vulgare genome with either introgressed fragments of H. bulbosum 

chromosomes (ILs) or complete, substituted chromosomes (substitution lines). So far, 

introgressed segments of H. bulbosum could only be found at distal positions of the barley 

chromosomes (Johnston et al., 2009). A large and diverse set of H. bulbosum traits have been 

transferred to barley via those ILs, such as disease resistance against leaf rust (Puccinia hordei), 

barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV), barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV-1,-2), barley yellow 

dwarf virus (BYDV), stem rust (Puccinia graminis), scald (Rhynchosporium commune), powdery 

mildew and septoria speckled leaf blotch (Septoria passerinii) (Fetch et al., 2009; Pickering et al., 

2004; Ruge et al., 2003; Scholz et al., 2009; Shtaya et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2004; Toubia-

Rahme et al., 2003). Primary introgressions may be recognized by a number of morphological 

characteristics acquired from H. bulbosum such as pubescent leaf sheath, overall growth habit, 

agronomic performance, or by phenotypic tests for disease resistance. Furthermore, the pSc119.1 

retrotransposon-based Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) assay allowed determining the presence 

of H. bulbosum chromatin since no amplification occured using H. vulgare DNA (Johnston and 

Pickering, 2002; Johnston et al., 2009).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhynchosporium_secalis
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Figure 5. Breeding schema for obtaining introgression lines from H. vulgare/H. bulbosum 

hybrids 

This schema illustrates different crossing strategies for the generation of introgression lines 

between H. vulgare (Hv) and H. bulbosum (Hb). Green and orange bars represent single H. 

bulbosum or barley chromosomes, respectively. Thus a single bar illustrates a haploid genome, 

while two bars of same color represent a diploid genome and so on. A) Diploid barley is crossed 

with diploid H. bulbosum. The obtained hybrid has to be treated with colchicine to induce 

chromosome doubling and restore fertility. Selfed or back-crossed progeny can then be screened 

for recombination and introgression events between barley and H. bulbosum chromosomes. B) 

Alternatively, both tetraploid barley and H. bulbosum may be crossed. The resulting hybrid will 

be fertile and can be processed as described above. C) A third option is to cross tetraploid H. 

bulbosum with diploid H. vulgare. Hybrids derived from that cross are usually partially fertile 

and therefore may be either selfed or back-crossed to generate recombinant progeny. 

 

 

The formation of primary ILs is only representing the initial step towards utilization of H. 

bulbosum characters in H. vulgare breeding. Negative linkage drag, that is usually associated 

with H. bulbosum introgressions, has to be eliminated by reducing the size of the initially 
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transferred H. bulbosum segment (Pickering and Johnston, 2005). This requires at least several 

rounds of selfing or back-crossing. However, since interspecific recombination frequency 

between H. vulgare and H. bulbosum chromatin is usually strongly reduced (Johnston et al., 

2013; Ruge-Wehling et al., 2006), large populations are required to increase the probability of 

finding a recombinant individual with appropriately reduced introgression size. This also evokes 

the need for a detailed genetic characterization. H. bulbosum segments must be localized within 

the barley genome, the precise dimension of each introgression must be determined and no H. 

bulbosum segment should remain undetected. Subsequently, informative markers may be 

developed for tracing the introgressed segment by marker assisted selection and eventually, 

mapping and cloning of a gene underlying a favorable trait of H. bulbosum. Initial 

characterization and genomic localization of H. bulbosum segments can be performed by in situ 

hybridization (Johnston et al., 2009). This should allow addressing the particular chromosome 

arm carrying the H. bulbosum segment. However, the resolution obtained by this method is 

usually very low, thus small H. bulbosum segments may remain undetected (Lukaszewski et al., 

2005). Therefore, molecular markers are an important tool and prerequisite for a detailed 

characterization of introgressions obtained from H. bulbosum. Unfortunately, the development of 

molecular markers for H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs has been difficult. Despite the advent of high-

throughput sequencing and genotyping technologies, tools for an efficient genetic 

characterization of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs were still lacking. 

1.2     Genomic resources and approaches established in Hordeum vulgare 

While the genomic infrastructure such as sequence information was lacking for H. bulbosum, 

genomic resources are plenty for H. vulgare (Close et al., 2009; Comadran et al., 2012; Mascher 

et al., 2013c; Poland and Rife, 2012; Sato et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2007). In order to allow a more 

straightforward characterization or exploitation of H. bulbosum introgression lines, such genomic 

resources have to be either developed for H. bulbosum, or markers that differentiate between H. 

vulgare and H. bulbosum alleles in ILs, can be designed solely based on the H. vulgare resources. 

Furthermore, since the genomes of H. vulgare and H. bulbosum are expected to be highly 

conserved and collinear (Jaffe et al., 2000; Salvo-Garrido et al., 2001), the barley genomic 

infrastructure might also support the development of genomic resources in H. bulbosum.  
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1.2.1 Barley reference maps 

An advanced physical map of the barley genome integrated with a high density genetic map and 

gene-space sequence information was published in 2012 by the International Barley Sequencing 

Consortium (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; Schulte et al., 2009). This 

framework provided a draft reference sequence of the barley genome, which could be utilized to 

align newly produced re-sequencing data. Thus, genomic sequence information derived from 

genotypes different than the reference genotype “Morex” can be aligned to the draft reference 

genome for sequence variant identification. 

 

A physical map of a genome can be built by reconstructing chromosomes from overlapping  

subgenomic fragments cloned into genomic DNA libraries. In case of barley genomic DNA 

fragments of more than 100 kbp in size (Schulte et al., 2011), were cloned into bacterial artificial 

chromosomes (BAC)s. These fragments were produced by either mechanical shearing of or by 

incomplete enzymatic digestion of high molecular DNA with one out of four different restriction 

enzymes, resulting in six different BAC libraries (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 

2012; Schulte et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2000). All libraries were produced from the genomic DNA 

of a single genotype; barley cultivar ‘Morex’. Such genomic clones can be analysed by restriction 

fingerprinting producing a specific sequence-based restriction pattern, which can be utilized to 

determine physical overlaps between independent genomic clones (Luo et al., 2003) (Schulte et 

al., 2011; Soderlund et al., 2000). The barley physical map was obtained from high quality 

fingerprint patterns derived from 571,000 BACs yielding 9255 BAC contigs that represent 95 % 

(4.98 Gbp) of the barley genome (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). A subset 

of 67,000 BAC clones was identified to represent the seven barley chromosomes with minimal 

possible redundancy (minimum tiling path, MTP) (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 

2012).  

 

To enrich the physical map with sequence information, WGS sequencing was performed for the 

reference genotype ‘Morex’ but also other genotypes like cultivars ‘Barke’ and ‘Bowman’. WGS 

is performed by mechanically shearing and subsequent sequencing of genomic DNA fragments 

of an average size of 100 – 500 bp. The sequence reads are then assembled based on sequence 

overlaps between the reads to construct larger WGS sequence contigs. Since most repetitive 
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DNA cannot be assembled, the barley WGS assembly is gene-focused and it was estimated to 

contain 86 % of the entire barley gene content (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 

2012). In order to be able to assign WGS contigs to their corresponding physical map contigs, 

complete or partial sequence information was produced for a subset of BAC clones (International 

Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Subsequently, 308 Mbp of WGS sequence contigs could 

be anchored to the BAC-based physical map framework based on sequence homology.  

 

To resolve the order of this sequence-enriched BAC contigs, high-density genetic maps were 

employed (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Information of about 500,000 

molecular markers allowed genetically ordering of the physical map. In total 4,556 physical BAC 

contigs spanning 3.9 Gbp of the barley genome could be assigned to genetic positions along the 

barley chromosomes (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012).  

 

26,159 genes were annotated for the barley whole genome shotgun sequence assembly based on 

expressed gene sequence information (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). 

About 20,000 of these “high-confidence” genes could be integrated into the physical/genetic 

framework (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012).  

 

In addition to the above mentioned 500,000 genetic markers used to anchor the BAC contig and 

WGS sequence based physical map to the genetic map an alternative strategy, POPSEQ 

(population sequencing) facilitated genetic anchoring of the barley reference WGS contigs 

(Mascher et al., 2013a). In the POPSEQ approach millions of markers were developed by low 

coverage (1-2 fold genome coverage) WGS sequencing of two relatively small mapping 

populations of 90 recombinant inbreed lines and 82 doubled haploid lines. SNP markers were 

discovered by mapping of the newly developed WGS sequence reads onto the WGS reference 

sequence assembly of cultivar ‘Morex’ (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). 

This allowed integrating 4.3 million POPSEQ SNP markers into a previously developed high 

confidence barley map that was based on ~ 5000 molecular markers (Comadran et al., 2012; 

Mascher et al., 2013a). By this, about 500,000 barley reference WGS contigs with a cumulative 

length of 927 Mbp could be ordered (Mascher et al., 2013a). This represented nearly 20 % of the 

barley genome and it allowed to anchor to the physical/genetic barley map more than twice as 

much WGS data than without POPSEQ (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; 
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Mascher et al., 2013a). Thus, the barley POPSEQ map is a valuable additional genomic resource 

with anchored barley sequence information.  

1.2.2 Reduced complexity sequencing 

The most straightforward way of developing molecular markers that differentiate between barley 

and H. bulbosum would be based on comparing genome wide sequence information of the 

genotypes of interest. Today, NGS is principally enabling to produce such data in a matter of 

weeks. However, even though NGS costs are dropping; it still remains rather expensive to 

completely sequence large genomes. Furthermore, over 80 % of the barley genome are composed 

of repetitive DNA sequences, which cannot be efficiently used to build a reference genome 

assembly (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Repetitive sequences tend to 

collapse during sequence assembly, thus most of them are not represented in the WGS barley 

reference assembly (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Therefore, in most 

cases, sequencing of whole genomes would be expensive and inefficient, since a majority of the 

produced sequence may not be utilized. A more efficient way of generating genome wide 

sequence information would be by targeting only the non-repetitive part of the genome, hence 

reducing the complexity of the sequencing target. Since genes represent most of the non-

repetitive part of the genome, they are in focus of targeted enrichment strategies for genome re-

sequencing. Genes evolve relatively slow and are more conserved e.g. between species 

(Morishige et al., 2002). This feature makes them an ideal resource for comparative genomics 

and other research purposes, especially beyond species boundaries. For instance about 1,000 

markers derived from expressed sequence tags (EST)s in barley were efficiently used to revisit 

synteny between rice and barley (Stein et al., 2007; Thiel et al., 2009).  

 

By now, several strategies of reduced representation sequencing of genomic DNA have been 

developed (Davey et al., 2011; Mardis, 2010; Ray and Satya, 2014). There are two basic 

principles for partial genome representation libraries (Ray and Satya, 2014). Complexity 

reduction is either achieved by capture assays that are designed for targeted genomic sections 

(Ray and Satya, 2014), or using digestion by restriction enzymes and sequencing of adjacent 

regions in sub-genomic fractions (Davey et al., 2011). The former may be applied for a wide or a 

specific range of genome targets such as exons (Teer and Mullikin, 2010) and other genomic 

regions such as gene families (Jupe et al., 2013; Teer et al., 2010). Regarding the second type of 
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strategies to reduce genome complexity for sequencing, various techniques have emerged during 

the last years including reduced-representation libraries (Gore et al., 2009), complexity reduction 

of polymorphic sequences (Mammadov et al., 2010), restriction-site associated DNA sequencing 

(RAD-seq) (Pfender et al., 2011), sequence based polymorphic marker technology (Sahu et al., 

2012), multiplexed shotgun genotyping (Andolfatto et al., 2011), and genotyping- by-sequencing 

(GBS) (Elshire et al., 2011). Recently, exome capture and GBS have been adapted to barley 

(Elshire et al., 2011; Mascher et al., 2013b; Poland et al., 2012) opening new prospects in barley 

genomics and genetics.   

1.2.2.1 Exome capture 

Exome capture is a method for targeted re-sequencing of the gene space (Bamshad et al., 2011) 

and it has proven successful e.g. for mutation identification in human cancer research (Mardis, 

2010). In principle whole genome exome capture should allow to enrich all exon sequences of a 

genome prior to sequencing. For this, a specific set of oligonucleotide probes (baits) is required 

that is complementary to the targeted exon regions. During library preparation these baits will 

hybridize to the corresponding sequences of the DNA sample, which was previously 

mechanically sheared into shorter fragments. The baits with the hybridized DNA segments can 

then be filtered and enriched from the remaining sample DNA by e.g. biotin tags (Bainbridge et 

al., 2010). A key point of this method is that the captured sequences do not need to exhibit 100 % 

similarity to the assay baits. For example, by reducing the stringency of hybridization conditions 

it was possible to enrich the sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum) exome, based on capture probes 

designed from sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) DNA sequence (Bundock et al., 2012). This feature 

makes it a valuable platform for research in species lacking genomic sequence information as 

well as for studies in comparative genomics and for species without a reference genome. Thus, it 

was possible to predict SNPs between different sugarcane genotypes as well as between 

sugarcane and sorghum itself, when the exome sequencing reads were mapped onto the original 

sorghum sequence (Bundock et al., 2012).  

 

A barley whole exome capture was designed based on the annotated genes of the reference draft 

WGS assembly of barley including also information from full length cDNAs and de novo 

assembled RNAseq information (Mascher et al., 2013b) resulting in 61.6 Mbp of non-

overlapping capture targets. 73.7 % and 40.7 % of the annotated barley high-confidence genes 
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and low confidence genes were covered, respectively (International Barley Sequencing 

Consortium, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013b). Based on these templates, millions of oligonucleotide 

baits were designed along target sequences. The barley exome capture was successfully applied 

to different barley species like H. vulgare, H. spontaneum, H. bulbosum and Hordeum 

pubiflorum but also to the more distantly related hexaploid species Triticum aestivum (bread 

wheat). Mapping and ordering of exome capture reads along the WGS reference assembly of 

barley (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) facilitated the prediction of thousands 

of potential SNPs within and between species (Mascher et al., 2013b). Therefore, it was 

hypothesized that “exome capture will become the most widely used approach for re-sequencing 

studies in barley and its relatives in the near future” (Mascher et al., 2013b). A flow chart 

highlighting the general procedure of exome capture is shown in Figure 6 A. 

1.2.2.2 Genotyping by sequencing 

Besides exome capture, also GBS protocols have been readily established for barley (Elshire et 

al., 2011; Poland et al., 2012). Here, genomic regions flanking restriction sites recognized by site-

specific endonucleases are targeted for next generation sequencing. The basic idea is to choose 

appropriate restriction enzymes to avoid repetitive regions, while targeting low copy regions 

(Elshire et al., 2011; Gore et al., 2007; Gore et al., 2009). In barley, two protocols have been 

established, using either ApeKI (Elshire et al., 2011) or PstI and MspI in combination (Poland et 

al., 2012), as methylation sensitive restriction enzymes. Unlike gene space sequences, repetitive 

DNA in plants is usually highly methylated (Rabinowicz et al., 2005; Rabinowicz et al., 2003). 

Therefore, methylation sensitive enzymes will cut most dominantly in non-repetitive sequences 

and thereby facilitate the enrichment of the unique and gene-based genome portions. After 

digestion of genomic DNA, sequencing adapters are ligated to the resulting DNA fragments. 

These adapters provide the sequence required to bind the DNA sequencing sample to the 

sequencing flow cell and they contain the binding sites for primers that are needed during PCR 

enrichment and sequencing (sequencing primer). In the case of the PstI and MspI double-

digestion protocol, the implementation of a “Y” adapter ensures the amplification of DNA 

fragments only if they contain both of the two different cleavage sites (PstI and MspI) (Poland et 

al., 2012). Thus, the “Y” adapter contains an overhang to ensure that primers for this respective 

adapter can only bind after one round of amplification through the reverse primer that binds to 

the non-“Y” adapter.  However, the most important feature is that the adapters contain unique 
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short sequences (indices or barcodes) for every DNA sample. Such “barcodes” allow pooling of 

multiple samples prior to sequencing, which is required to fully take advantage of the capacity of 

NGS platforms. After sequencing, the unique barcode allows tracing back of each sequence read 

to the corresponding sample. Since the GBS targeted proportion of the genome is considerably 

small, large numbers of samples can be sequenced together as pools, so sequencing costs per 

sample are relatively low. Furthermore, the preparation of the GBS library itself is relatively easy 

and cheap. Elshire et al. (2011) suggested that GBS costs may very soon be dropping below 20 or 

maybe even 5 US Dollars per sample. The low costs allow performing GBS for large numbers of 

samples e.g. complete mapping populations. The identified polymorphisms within the genotyped 

samples can be directly scored as markers, thus no further marker design is needed. Both GBS 

protocols enabled to reliably detect thousands of SNPs in barley (Elshire et al., 2011; Poland et 

al., 2012). The double-digestion method further improved the specificity and efficiency of the 

GBS protocol (Poland et al., 2012). A flow chart of the experimental GBS procedure is given in 

Figure 6 B. 
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Figure 6. Principles of the two complexity-reducing re-sequencing strategies: exome capture 

and GBS 

Main steps for library preparation involved in exome capture (A) and genotyping-by-sequencing 

(B). A) For exome capture, genomic DNA is first mechanically sheared to smaller fragments by 

ultrasound. Then capture baits (red lines with red points) – oligonucleotides that are 

complementary to (barley) exon sequences - will hybridize to the corresponding fragments within 

the sample. Since the baits contain biotin tags, the hybridization complexes can be enriched via 

magnetic beads. Simultaneously the non-hybridized portion of the library can be discarded. The 

image has been modified after (Bamshad et al., 2011). B) For genotyping-by-sequencing the 

genomic DNA is digested by up to two restriction enzymes. Then adapters corresponding to the 

different restriction site overhangs can be ligated to the generated fragments. If two restriction 

enzymes are employed, a PCR step will facilitate the enrichment of those fragments that contain 

two different restriction overhangs only.  Both, exome capture and GBS libraries are then 

sequenced using next generation sequencing platforms.  
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1.4 Aims of the study 

The genetic diversity in H. bulbosum populations can be captured and transferred to barley via H. 

vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs and it thus potentially represents a highly valuable resource for barley 

improvement. Nonetheless, the efficient utilization of barley/H. bulbosum ILs has so far been 

mainly hampered by the lack of suitable molecular tools and infrastructures for their proper 

genetic characterization. The overall aim of the present PhD study was the development and 

establishment of approaches and resources for a highly efficient characterization of barley/H. 

bulbosom ILs. The content of this ‘cumulative’ thesis is essentially based on the aims and results 

of two peer-reviewed and published scientific articles. The aims of these articles were: 

 To establish the necessary molecular methods for the detailed and efficient genetic 

characterization of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs (Wendler et al. 2014); 

 To utilize the previously established methods (GBS and exome capture) in order to 

characterize genotypically a large collection of ILs, and generate a sequence resource that 

will greatly facilitate future marker development in any barley/H. bulbosom IL (Wendler 

et al. 2015). 

Wendler et al. 2014:  

Since barley and H. bulbosum are closely related (Jakob and Blattner, 2006) and are thought to 

share rather collinear genomes (Salvo-Garrido et al., 2001), it was postulated that barley genomic 

resources and tools could be utilized for the characterization of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs. The 

usefulness of two NGS-based, genome-complexity reduction technologies (GBS and exome 

capture) in combination with the barley genome reference should be evaluated for characterizing 

H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs.  

Towards this aim, I performed i) exome capture based re-sequencing for three H. vulgare/H. 

bulbosum ILs and their respective barley and H. bulbosum donors. Re-sequencing reads were 

mapped and ordered along the barley draft reference sequence (International Barley Sequencing 

Consortium, 2012) for sequence variant detection. By that, detected polymorphisms allowed the 

precise delimitation of introgressed H. bulbosum chromatin within the barley genome.  

ii) Subsequently, barley/H. bulbosum variants were validated by designing a marker assay of 96 

SNP markers, which were applied to a population segregating for a H. bulbosum segment.  
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iii) Alternatively, GBS was directly applied to the same mapping population and the respective 

donor genotypes of barley and H. bulbosum. Mapping of re-sequencing reads along the barley 

reference (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) allowed the detection of 

polymorphisms and delimitation of the introgressed H. bulbosum segment.  

iv) Based on these results, GBS and exome capture were evaluated regarding their general 

usefulness for effective characterization of barley/H. bulbosum ILs. 

Wendler et al. 2015: 

Over the last decades, a large number of barley/H. bulbosum ILs has been generated, but most of 

these lines had been genotyped only roughly (Johnston et al., 2009). Both, GBS and exome 

capture proved to be useful methods for characterization of such genetic material (Wendler et al., 

2014). Since GBS was of lower cost per individual sample it was chosen for genotyping a larger 

collection of barley/H. bulbosum ILs in a cost-effective manner. GBS sequences and 

polymorphisms information are made available for future studies as a community resource.  

 

Towards this aim, I genotyped v) 146 ILs and most of the respective donor lines using GBS. 

Mapping of GBS sequence reads against the barley reference (International Barley Sequencing 

Consortium, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013a) allowed the precise delimitation of introgressed H. 

bulbosum segments in conjunction with comprehensive sequence polymorphism information for 

future marker development.  

vi) A strategy was proposed to tackle the problem of reduced interspecific recombination 

frequencies by exploiting the newly derived information about size and location of introgressions 

in the large panel of ILs. In brief, two ILs with overlapping introgression segments might be 

crossed to establish a segregating population, which will be based on homologous intraspecific 

recombination between H. bulbosum derived segments. Hence, recombination frequency should 

restore to normal frequencies since interspecific limitations of recombination will be removed for 

the two H. bulbosum segments. The precise delimitation of introgressed segments as well as the 

information on polymorphisms for the respective H. bulbosum genomic region should support 

selecting appropriate crossing partners within the panel of ILs.  

vii) An integrated sequence resource was developed based on exome capture data of thirteen 

barley and five H. bulbosum accessions. Interspecifically conserved SNPs between barley and H. 
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bulbosum were surveyed and anchored to the barley draft reference genome. These anchored 

SNPs are likely to be conserved between any barley and H. bulbosum accession. Thus, they 

should be applicable as targets to developed molecular markers in any barley/H. bulbosum IL, 

avoiding the need to produce case specific exome capture data. 
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Summary 

 

Crop wild relatives (CWR) provide an important source of allelic diversity for any given crop 

plant species for counteracting the erosion of genetic diversity caused by domestication and elite 

breeding bottlenecks. Hordeum bulbosum L. is representing the secondary gene pool of the genus 

Hordeum. It has been used as a source of genetic introgressions for improving elite barley 

germplasm (Hordeum vulgare L.). However, genetic introgressions from H. bulbosum have yet 

not been broadly applied, due to a lack of suitable molecular tools for locating, characterizing, 

and decreasing by recombination and marker-assisted backcrossing the size of introgressed 

segments. We applied next-generation sequencing (NGS) based strategies for unlocking genetic 

diversity of three diploid introgression lines of cultivated barley containing chromosomal 

segments of its close relative H. bulbosum. Firstly, exome capture-based (re)-sequencing revealed 

large numbers of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) enabling the precise allocation of H. 

bulbosum introgressions. This SNP resource was further exploited by designing a custom 

multiplex SNP genotyping assay. Secondly, two enzyme- based genotyping-by-sequencing 

(GBS) was employed to allocate the introgressed H. bulbosum segments and to genotype a 

mapping population. Both methods provided fast and reliable detection and mapping of the 

introgressed segments and enabled the identification of recombinant plants. Thus, the utilization 

of H. bulbosum as a resource of natural genetic diversity in barley crop improvement will be 

greatly facilitated by these tools in the future. 
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Abstract 

Hordeum bulbosum L. a wild relative of barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) has been considered as a 

valuable source of genetic diversity for barley improvement. Since the 1990’s a considerable 

number of barley/H. bulbosum introgression lines (IL)s has been generated, with segments 

introgressed from H. bulbosum,harboringa diverse set of desirable traits. However, the efficient 

utilization of these ILs has been hampered, largely due to the lack of suitable molecular tools for 

theirgenetic characterization and highly reduced interspecific recombination frequencies in the 

region of the introgression. In the present study, we utilizedgenotyping-by-sequencingfor the 

detailed molecular characterization of 145 ILs.Genotypic information allows determining the 

genetic diversity within the set of ILs and a strategy was outlined to tackle the obstacle of 

reduced recombination frequencies. Furthermore, wecompiled exome capture re-sequencing 

information of barleyand H. bulbosumand designed an integrated barley/H.bulbosum sequence 

resource with polymorphism information on interspecific and intraspecific sequence variations 

ofboth species. The integrated sequence will bevaluable for marker development in barley/H. 

bulbosum ILs derived from any barley and H. bulbosum donors. This study provides the tools for 

the wide-spread utilization of barley/H. bulbosum ILs in applied barley breeding andacademic 

research. 
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4. General discussion 

The key objective and overall aim of this study was to provide an infrastructure of advanced 

genomic resources for the characterization and utilization of H. bulbosum traits that are 

transferred into barley via H. vulgare/H. bulbosum introgression lines (IL)s. Barley and H. 

bulbosum are two closely related species that have diverged at proximately 6 million years ago 

(mya) (Jakob and Blattner, 2006). The two species share conserved and collinear genomes 

(Salvo-Garrido et al., 2001). Therefore, the hypothesis was that latest molecular methods that 

have been proven successful in barley as well as the barley genomic resources themselves could 

be exploited for the characterization of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs. Towards this aim we utilized 

two state-of-the-art molecular technologies (Wendler et al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014). 

In fact, the strategic approach of this thesis had changed from the original plan that was to screen 

for polymorphisms by the amplification of syntenic genes from both species. This original 

concept of the project was based on the resource of the barley “genome zipper”, a platform that 

utilized conserved synteny between grasses to assign more than 80 % of the barley genes along 

individual chromosomes (Mayer et al., 2011). Thus, primers should have been designed based on 

barley genes and their respective orthologs of H. bulbosum, situated in H. bulbosum 

introgressions. Subsequent amplicon sequencing would have been used for variant detection 

between barley and H. bulbosum. If polymorphic, markers could have been developed and 

applied to characterize the ILs.  

In the light of the emergence of an advanced barley reference sequence (International Barley 

Sequencing Consortium, 2012) and highly efficient NGS-based genotyping technologies such as 

GBS and exome capture (Mascher et al., 2013b; Poland et al., 2012), the strategy was changed 

accordingly. Previously, exome capture and GBS had been effective for variant detection and 

genetic mapping in barley (Mascher et al., 2013b; Poland et al., 2012). Furthermore, the sequence 

enriched genome framework of barley (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; 

Mascher et al., 2013a) allowed to map and order newly obtained re-sequencing data along the 

barley draft genome. Therefore, these two NGS-based, genome-complexity reduction 

technologies (GBS and exome capture) in combination with the barley draft reference genome 

were evaluated regarding their usefulness to characterize H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs. The 

outcome of these studies (Wendler et al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014) as well as further 
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opportunities and challenges for the here established methods and resources are discussed in the 

following.   

4.1 Advanced genomic resources for barley/H. bulbosum ILs 

GBS and exome capture were utilized to characterize H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs. When directly 

applied to H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs and the corresponding barley and H. bulbosum donor 

genotypes, both methods enabled for the immediate detection of H. bulbosum-specific 

polymorphisms within the ILs (Wendler et al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014). Since mapping of the 

sequencing reads was performed based on the barley reference maps (International Barley 

Sequencing Consortium, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013a), the identified H. bulbosum-specific SNPs 

could be directly anchored to the barley genome (Wendler et al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014). 

Thereby, H. bulbosum segments could be immediately detected and delimited, avoiding the 

previously required time-consuming procedure of empirical marker development and saturation.  

In principle, pre-designed marker assays that have been established in barley may be applied to 

H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs (Ruge-Wehling et al., 2006; Ruge et al., 2003). However, if pre-

designed marker assays are applied to genotypes, which have not been utilized for the marker 

development, sequence variations that are absent in members of the discovery panel cannot be 

assessed. This feature is generally known as ascertainment bias (Lachance and Tishkoff, 2013). It 

was found to be specifically important as more distantly related the genotyped germplasm from 

the germplasm of the discovery panel. For example, the BOPA1 assay (Close et al., 2009)  – a 

marker assay designed on cultivated barley – was found to significantly underestimate the 

diversity in barley landraces, while performing fine in the modern cultivated gene pool 

(Moragues et al., 2010). H. bulbosum has an even larger distance to elite cultivars, so H. 

vulgare/H. vulgare variants will be different from polymorphisms between H. vulgare and H. 

bulbosum. Furthermore, H. bulbosum as a species itself is highly polymorphic (Jaffe et al., 2000). 

Therefore, pre-designed markers for either barley/barley polymorphisms or a particular barley/H. 

bulbosum IL are highly inefficient when applied to (different) H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs. The 

situation is even worse, since pre-designed barley markers often completely fail on H. bulbosum 

alleles (Johnston, 2007; Pickering and Johnston, 2005). Thus, the immediate and case-specific 

detection of polymorphisms is maybe the major advantage of NGS-based marker technologies 

and plays a particularly important role in the case of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs 
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Since GBS and exome capture were both efficient for the detection and delimtaion of the H. 

bulbosum segments of ILs, it is reasonable to compare advantages and disatvatges of either 

method. Exome capture has been designed to enrich for complete barley genes and the captured 

sequence space is about 60 Mbp in size (Mascher et al., 2013b). By contrast, GBS sequences 

cover a few Mbp of the genome only (Wendler et al., 2014). Exome capture allowed unique 

mapping of nearly 90 % and 70 % of barley and H. bulbosum sequence reads to the barley draft 

reference sequence, respectively (Wendler et al., 2014). By contrast, more than 80 % and nearly 

40 % from barley and H. bulbosum GBS reads could be mapped to the barley draft reference 

sequence, respectively (Wendler et al., 2014). In a consequence, the number of nucleotide 

variation sites detected is much higher from exome capture than from GBS. For instance, 4 GBS 

SNPs/Mbp compared to 150 SNPs/Mbp that were discovered using exome capture (Wendler et 

al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014). Furthermore, GBS SNPs will be accompanied by maximum 50 

bp (in case of 100 bp single-end sequencing) of adjacent genome sequence, while exome capture 

provides flanking sequences of up to several hundred or even thousand base pairs. Therefore, 

exome capture data will be of advantage for downstream applications, e.g. designing primers for 

individual markers that would assay a selected locus. This feature is not exclusive for exome 

capture re-sequencing data since marker systems, such as high resolution melting (HRM) markers 

(Reed and Wittwer, 2004), that are applicable to the information provided by the short GBS reads 

are also available. However, GBS targets a much smaller proportion of the genome leading to 

significantly reduced per sample sequencing costs for GBS compared to exome capture (Poland 

and Rife, 2012; Wendler et al., 2014). Also the GBS library itself is much cheaper than the 

exome capture library (Wendler et al., 2014). Thus, the additional power of exome capture due to 

higher amounts of sequence and polymorphism information comes at the expenses of higher per 

sample costs as compared to GBS (Wendler et al., 2014).  

The higher efficiency of mapping H. bulbosum exome capture reads to the barley reference 

assembly (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) as compared to GBS, also 

highlights the importance of enriching for low-copy regions. Exome capture based re-sequencing 

is more strongly restricted to exonic, low-copy genome regions, than GBS (Wendler et al., 2014). 

Since the alignment of sequence reads depends mainly on sequence identity, mapping of 

sequence reads of one species to the reference of another species will improve if considering 

these more conserved regions. 
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As an alternative for the need to perform exome capture based re-sequencing and/or GBS on any 

possible individual H. vulgare/H. bulbosum IL and their associated donor lines, an integrated H. 

vulgare/H. bulbosum sequence resource was developed taking advantage of exome capture re-

sequencing data obtained from 13 H. vulgare cultivars and 5 H. bulbosum accessions (Wendler et 

al., 2015). This dataset allowed to identify conserved, interspecific SNPs between H. vulgare and 

H. bulbosum, respectively. The species specificity of this set of SNPs implies a high probability 

for their diagnostic value in many if not in any possible H. vulgare/H. bulbosum combinations. 

However, this hypothesis will require additional testing in the future. A similar approach was 

implemented previously, with the aim to establish an “informative” set of markers based on 

conserved SNPs between 4 H. vulgare cultivars and 4 H. bulbosum accessions (Johnston et al., 

2009). However, this study resulted in 46 fully informative markers only. By contrast, the 

integrated H. vulgare/H. bulbosum sequence resource contains information on 112 847 

interspecifically conserved polymorphisms anchored to the barley draft reference sequence and 

genetic maps (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013a), 

together with about 35 Mbp of flanking sequence information (Wendler et al., 2015). 

The availability of the barley draft reference (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; 

Mascher et al., 2013a) greatly benefited the present study, by allowing to directly map and anchor 

sequence reads and polymorphisms to the barley genome. Thus, using the barley resources it was 

possible to deliver highly accurate allocation information for over 145 barley/H. bulbosum ILs 

(Wendler et al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014). However, it should be considered that their is a 

chance that the genetic and phiscal positions provided by the barley refrenece in some cases may 

not reflect the true genomic positions in barley and H. bulbosum, respectively. 

Even though highly advanced, the WGS sequence assembly as well as the genetic and physical 

maps are not yet at gold standard quality (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; 

Mascher et al., 2013a). The WGS sequence assembly itself is highly fractionated and it is likely 

that certain regions such as high-copy regions carry assembly errors (International Barley 

Sequencing Consortium, 2012). The genetic maps utilized to anchor the physical map and WGS 

sequence assembly consisted of relatively low number of individuals, thus providing limited 

genetic resolution only (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; Mascher et al., 

2013a). Also the physical barley map will contain errors, which may be due to the laboratory 

effort of handling this large and complex resource as well as repetitive DNA regions that will 
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cause miss-assemblies during BAC-fingerprinting as reviewed earlier (Meyers et al., 2004). Thus, 

the delimitation of H. bulbosum introgressed segments by help of draft genome sequence 

information and genetic maps of barley will be restricted to the accuracy and resolution of these 

resources. For instance, based on the genetically anchored barley physical map, introgressed H. 

bulbosum segments on 4HL seemed to be fractionated, since a single region of high SNP 

frequency was constantly found far apart from the remaining region of these introgressed 

segments (Wendler et al., 2015). However, by comparison to the high density barley genetic map 

(Mascher et al., 2013a) it was obvious that this pattern was caused by falsely anchored physical 

map contigs, rather than pointing at a possible presence of an additional H. bulbosum segment 

(Wendler et al., 2015).  

Previous studies have suggested good overall collinearity between barley and H. bulbosum on the 

basis of 136 molecular markers (Jaffe et al., 2000; Salvo-Garrido et al., 2001). However, since 

barley and H. bulbosum diverged about 6 mya (Jakob and Blattner, 2006) (smaller) 

rearrangements between the genomes are likely. Such differences will be missed or cannot be 

observed since the analysis of data was solely based on considering the barley draft reference 

genome sequence. The latter should be kept in mind when working with the newly established 

resources in barley/H. bulbosum ILs. Thus, markers can be developed without obstracles based 

on these resources; however, there is a chance that the given genomic positions based on barley 

do not represent the absolutely true genomic position in H. bulbosum i.e. in the introgressed H. 

bulbosum segment.  

4.2 Opportunities and challenges of a barley/H. bulbosum IL collection  

Considerable numbers of barley/H. bulbosum ILs have beend developed over the laste decades 

(Johnston et al., 2009). However, most of them have been charachterized only rothly by in situ 

hybridization or a few number of mulecular markers (Johnston et al., 2009). To compile a large 

collection of presicely characterize H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs we utilize the newly established 

GBS pipeline to genotype 146 H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs and some of the corresponding donor 

lines towards a more educeted and more efficient use of this resource (Wendler et al., 2015). For 

almost all ILs the previously identified H. bulbosum introgressions could be confirmed, however, 

at much higher precision and resolution than before (Johnston et al., 2009; Pickering et al., 2000; 

Wendler et al., 2015).  
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When looking at H. bulbosum-specific GBS SNP frequencies, H. bulbosum segments could be 

identified and localized in 145 ILs. Owing to the high GBS marker density, 13 ILs displayed 

additional introgressed segments, which had not been identified by previous attempts (Wendler et 

al., 2015). With an average of 4 GBS SNP markers per cM and Mbp within the introgressed 

segments, the precision of localization is supposed to be above cM and Mbp resolution. This 

significantly improved the sensitivity compared to previous studies. For instance, Johnston et al. 

(2009) developed a set of 46 H. vulgare/H. bulbosum markers distributed over the barley 

genome, to facilitate detection and localization of introgressed H. bulbosum chromatin. However, 

when a set of 110 previously confirmed ILs was screened using these markers, H. bulbosum 

segments were identified only in 88 of the lines (Johnston et al., 2009). By contrast, the promis of 

GBS is the high marker density; however, the distribution of GBS markers is not completely even 

along the genome, since it depends on the location of restriction sites within the genome. Thus, it 

is possible that some regions of the genome will produce fewer than 4 SNPs per cM and Mbp. 

This may explain why a single IL was found to be negative for any H. bulbosum introgression 

(Wendler et al., 2015).  

Genetically and phenotypically well characterized crop-wild IL libraries display an important 

genetic resource in plant science and applied breeding (Zamir, 2001). The benefit is quiet 

obvious, since exotic libraries represent a permanent genetic resource (Zamir, 2001). The 

material with different introgressed segments will be directly available for breeders and 

researchers. Thus, no time-consuming hybridization, introgression and localization of the 

introgressed segments are necessary. Many resistance loci for some of the most important barley 

diseases can be found in the H. vulgare/H. bulbosum IL collection (Wendler et al., 2015). These 

may represent monogenetic as well as polygenetic traits. Further phenotyping may facilitate the 

discovery of additional desirable traits also associated to yield or quality aspects. The H. 

bulblosum fragments of the entire H. vulgare/H. bulbosum IL collection covered about 13 % of 

the physical barley reference genome (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; 

Wendler et al., 2015). In principle exotic libraries should contain a set of introgression lines with 

single defined chromosome segments that as a whole will represent the complete exotic genome 

(Zamir, 2001). The development of further ILs that will embody the entire H. bulbosum genome, 

hence all possible H. bulbosum loci, would be desirable. However, this is mainly hampered by 

recombination/introgression frequencies and distribution. Possible approaches to alter 
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recombination formation in ILs and hybrids will be discussed below. It should be considered that 

some ILs with H. bulbosum segments replacing particular regions of the barley genome may be 

instable e.g. infertile, week or even unviable (Johnston, 2007). This may be caused by negative 

interactions between the H. bulbosum segment and the barley genome or the lacking ability of the 

H. bulbosum chromatin to compensate for the replaced H. vulgare segment (Johnston, 2007). For 

instance, no H. bulbosum substitution line for chromosome 1H was generated so far.  

In total, the collection of 146 ILs was derived by using 11 different H. bulbosum donor genotypes 

(Wendler et al., 2015). Thus, the H. vulgare/H. bulbosum IL library potentially contains 

redundancy since some genomic regions were contributed by the same H. bulbosum donor 

genotype. The GBS analysis provided experimental proof for this level of redundancy since the 

same H. bulbosum donor haplotype was identified for several ILs for the same genomic region 

(Wendler et al., 2015). It can be expected that these identical introgressions carry the same H. 

bulbosum alleles and thus, do not add to the diversity of the collection. However, in the 

remaining non-identical IL segments the 11 H. bulbosum donors may have provided different 

alleles for any given gene (Wendler et al., 2015). This information may be utilized in the future to 

complement the H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs collection especially for regions of currently low H. 

bulbosum haplotype diversity by introgressions derived from new/different H. bulbosum 

accessions (Wendler et al., 2015).  

4.3 Applicability of GBS and exome capture to other crop-wild introgressions 

The present study may also serve as a blueprint for similar projects in other crop-wild 

introgression systems, especially those addressing the secondary or even tertiary gene pools of 

crop species. Since NGS is still being improved towards decreasing costs and increasing 

throughput, NGS based genotyping technologies such as GBS and exome capture are constantly 

and increasingly adapted to more and more species, especially if possessing large and complex 

genomes. However, the pipeline to characterize the crop-wild introgressions will differ between 

species depending mainly on the genome regarding size and ploidy and the available genomic 

resources. These different factors will influence the utilization of NGS-based complexity 

reduction based methods such as GBS and exome capture. 

For instance, with about 17 Gbp (The International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium, 

2014) the genome of wheat is more than three times larger than the barley genome. Thus, 
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genotyping will greatly benefit from genome-complexity reduction methods. Other species, with 

smaller genomes may not always require complexity-reduction prior to re-sequencing and the 

usefulness of complexity-reduction will depend on the difference between the size of the genome 

itself and the library after complexity reduction. Thus, it may not make sense to reduce the 

complexity of the ~ 900 Mbp genome of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) (The Tomato Genome 

Consortium, 2012) to the 60 Mbp of exome targets, since the cost saving achieved by the lower 

amount of data to be sequenced may not exceed the increase of costs due to the additional effort 

of preparing exome capture libraries. For instance, Menda et al. (2014) analyzed wild-species 

introgressions in cultivated tomato using WGS sequencing. However, since GBS targets a much 

smaller proportion of the genome as compared to exome capture and library preparation is easy 

and cheap, it is a highly valuable method even for species with smaller genomes such as tomato 

(Labate et al., 2014). 

As described above, a reference genome sequence, even if present only at the status of genetically 

ordered sequence contigs, is of great advantage for the here established methods. However, a 

reference genome or sequence is not an absolutely necessary prerequisite. For instance, in the 

absence of a reference genome sequence, GBS was successfully employed to construct a de novo 

genetic map for wheat from a segregating population (Poland et al., 2012). Here, GBS reads were 

used as an internal sequence reference to map GBS reads (Poland et al., 2012). Thus, GBS can be 

used without reference genomes when directly applied to a mapping population. Similarly, 

exome capture reads may be assembled de novo directly and could be used for mapping of exome 

capture (or GBS) reads instead of using a WGS assembly. If no genome anchoring information is 

available, it would be still possible to filter for exome capture de novo contigs with (high 

frequencies of) wild-species-specific SNPs. SNPs on these contigs could then be used as marker 

assays to construct a genetic map by the help of a segregating mapping population.  

The situation might be different for polyploid species that lack any reference genome or 

sequence, since mapping of sequence reads and SNP calling will be much more challenged by the 

different sub-genomes in combination with the introgressed chromatin. Thus, for polyploid 

species a reference sequence that is at minimum anchored to individual chromosomes, might be a 

prerequisite for GBS and exome capture based genotyping of crop-wild ILs, especially if derived 

from the secondary or tertiary gene pool. For instance, in wheat a considerable large number of 

introgressions from secondary and tertiary gene pool are available. These involve chromatin from 
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more than 52 species (Wulff and Moscou, 2014). Thus, there is an open field of application of the 

heare established procedures. 

Even though primary gene pool ILs can be usually genotyped using pre-designed and non-NGS 

based marker systems, the power of case-specific SNP detection from NGS based genotyping has 

been recognized as a good alternative. For instance, ILs from H. spontanem in barley have been 

developed and characterized by the help of GBS (Honsdorf et al., 2014). In rice two populations 

of primary gene pool ILs have been generated using GBS (Arbelaez et al., 2015). Recently, 

exome capture based re-sequencing allowed the prediction of thousands of SNPs between H. 

vulgare and H. spontaneum (Mascher et al., 2013b). 

4.4 Towards Hordeum bulbosum gene isolation and utilization for breeding 

The here established genomic resources will be directly applicable for mapping of genes 

underlying valuable H. bulbosum phenotypes. The vast pool of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum SNPs 

and sequence information will enable the targeted development of molecular markers. Flanking 

markers that are as close as possible to a particular gene/trait of interest may facilitate the 

incorporation of H. bulbosum genes into elite barley breeding material by marker assisted 

selection. However, the ultimate goal might be to know the underlying target gene in order to 

establish perfectly linked markers. This would allow selecting of as close as possible 

recombination events, which are required in order to reduce as much as possible any negative 

linkage drag.  

Towards the efficient utilization of H. bulbosum genes/traits in breeding, the first and in most 

cases inevitable step would be the generation of a high-resolution genetic map for the trait of 

interest. Interestingly, besides the rich pool of genetic resources, by now, genetic maps have been 

developed only for six H. bulbosum loci in H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs (Fetch et al., 2009; 

Korzun et al., 1999; Pickering et al., 2006; Ruge-Wehling et al., 2006; Ruge et al., 2003). These 

loci have been mapped to different resolution and mapping was often hampered by reduced 

interspecific recombination frequencies.  

Once a reliable and high-resolution genetic map has been generated, candidate genes might be 

identified via map-based cloning (Stein and Graner, 2005). The basic principle of map-based 

cloning is to establish the physical map around the target trait, i.e. between the two closest 
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flanking markers. The physical map can then be sequenced (if not already done) and exploited to 

predict possible candidate genes based on gene annotations. Physical maps generally require the 

availability of large insert libraries (e.g. BAC libraries) (Stein and Graner, 2005). No such library 

is available for H. bulbosum yet. Since barley is the closest relative of H. bulbosum with an 

advanced physical map and available BAC libraries, it would be obvious to exploit this resource 

first. However, it has to be considered that barley and therefore also the barley BAC library may 

not comprise the gene of interest. Due to their phylogenetic distance (Jakob and Blattner, 2006), 

barley and H. bulbosum may exhibit a considerable amount of rearrangements within the 

genome, such as translocations, inversion, duplications and deletions (Coghlan et al., 2005). For 

example cultivated tomato and its close relative Solanum pennelli were estimated to have 

diverged about 2.7 mya (Kamenetzky et al., 2010). By comparative genomics of several genome 

locations several structural micro-rearrangements have been detected e.g. chromosomal 

inversion, insertions, deletions and even compressions of  S. pennellii genomic intervals 

(Kamenetzky et al., 2010). It is not possible to predict the extent of chromosomal rearrangements, 

since the degree varies strongly between and within phyla, being inconsistent across species or 

time (Coghlan et al., 2005; Fischer et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 2005; Scannell et al., 2006). 

Furthermore, some gene families, e.g. resistance genes, are known to evolve more rapidly leading 

to a high degree of rearrangements even within the same species (Richter and Ronald, 2000). For 

instance, when copy number variations (CNV) were assessed in different barley accessions, it 

was found that 9.5 % of all analyzed genes were prone to CNV (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2013). 

Of these, many were annotated as disease resistance proteins and protein kinases (Munoz-

Amatriain et al., 2013).  

As an alternative it would be reasonable to construct a “reference” BAC library for H. bulbosum, 

or even better a case-specific BAC library of the targeted IL itself. Relying on a BAC library that 

is derived from a H. bulbosum “reference” genotype would still not ensure that any particular 

gene will be present within this library. H. bulbosum is a highly polymorphic species (Jaffe et al., 

2000), so H. bulbosum genotypes may differ especially regarding particular polymorphism-rich 

genes as described for barley above. Furthermore, H. bulbosum is heterozygous and often 

polyploid, which will complicate the utilization of the BAC library due to presence of different 

haplotypes in individual genotypes. Thus, it would be most straight forward to work with a BAC 
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library that is directly produced from the IL of interest. If possible, the BAC library should be 

obtained from a homozygous IL, so it will contain a single copy of the target region only.  

A different strategy may be provided by a “candidate gene approach” (Pflieger et al., 2001). For 

that, possible candidate genes are predicted and screened for sequence polymorphisms based on 

the target trait (Pflieger et al., 2001). For instance, it would be possible to utilize sequences from 

cloned genes with similar functions (especially if located in syntenic regions) and to exploit these 

genes for polymorphisms e.g. via sanger-based re-sequencing from the ILs or within exome 

capture data if available. However, it should be considered that the capture is not complete since 

it contains only about 74 % and 40 % of annotated barley high-confidence genes and low 

confidence genes, respectively (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012; Mascher et 

al., 2013b). Furthermore, it was designed based on barley, so H. bulbosum genes that are absent 

in barley will not be within the assay. Thus, it is possible that a particular candidate gene may not 

be represented within the data. New methods are constantly emerging and may further speed up 

the process of such candidate approaches. For instance, RenSeq (Resistance gene enrichment 

Sequencing) a capture for the enrichment of NB-LRR (nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat 

domain-containing) genes allowed the discovery of many previously unknown NB-LRR genes in 

potato (Jupe et al., 2013). Notable, the majority of disease resistance genes in plants encode NB-

LRR genes (McHale et al., 2006). Thus, in the future such assays may also accelerate candidate 

identification.  

Another strategy would be based on functional genomics and the analysis of differential gene 

expression between different genotypes in relation to the expression of the desired phenotype. 

Previously this method relied on measuring gene expression by help of microarrays (Zhu et al., 

2001). NGS allowed the implementation of direct RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and quantifying 

transcript abundance by counting total number of sequence reads for individual genes of a 

genome as reviewed elsewhere (Wang et al., 2009). Here the use of near isogenic lines (NILs – 

lines that differ exclusively within a single interval i.e. the H. bulbosum segment) would facilitate 

faster candidate gene discovery. Differentially expressed and/or polymorphic genes between the 

samples can then be functionally annotated to identify candidate genes, e.g. resistance-related 

genes. For this strategy it is important to consider that some genes may not be constitutively 

expressed. Thus, they may require an induction e.g. via inoculation with the pathogen prior to 

sequencing.  
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In any of these candidate gene based and functional genomic approaches a good genetic map will 

be helpful to reduce the number of possible candidate genes. For the same reason it would also be 

of benefit if the the H. bulbosum segments of the analyzed IL would be reasonably small. 

Once a candidate gene has been identified, the gene function has to be confirmed by 

complementation (via transformation) or mutant analysis (Stein and Graner, 2005). Only after 

verifying the function, the gene can be declared as “isolated” or “cloned”.  

Even though most of the so far reported H. bulbosum genes have been characterized as dominant 

traits it is also possible that the desired phenotype is caused by a recessive gene e.g. as described 

for rpg6 a recessively inherited H. bulbosum trait conferrig resistance agaist steam rust (Puccinia 

graminis f. sp. tritici) (Fetch et al., 2009). In such case the H. bulbosum phenotype may be 

derived from a mutation in an orthologous gene of barley, or the corresponding barley gene may 

be completely absent in H. bulbosum. If the gene is absent in H. bulbosum, it would substantially 

complicate the gene isolation process, since it would require to directly identify the gene 

conferrig suseptibility in barley. Otherwise the recessive H. bulbosum gene may be cloned as 

described above. 

After a H. bulbosum gene has been isolated from an IL and/or suitable close flanking markers 

were identified, pre-breeding will follow to prepare the plant material for utilization of the 

desired trait in barley breeding. This pre-breeding involves mainly minimizing negative linkage 

drag by reducing the size of the introgressed segments. If a high-resolution mapping population is 

available, recombinant plants with smaller introgressed segments may be directly selected from 

this material. Otherwise, markers over the whole segment and in immediate proximity to the gene 

can be implemented to reduce the size of the flanking H. bulbosum chromatin. This step will 

involve repeated backcrossing or selfing of the IL and it will again be hampered by reduced 

interspecific recombination frequencies. 

Genetic modification can be an alternative way for transferring the H. bulbosum trait. Stable gene 

transformation may be achieved via Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation, which 

has been readily established for the barley cultivar ‘Golden Promise’ (Tingay et al., 1997). In 

case of a dominant trait, the addition of the H. bulbosum gene into the barley genome will 

facilitate the expression of the desired phenotype, unless the gene is expressed and no negative 
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interactions between the transgene and the barley genome occur (reviewed in Lorence and 

Verpoorte, 2004). In case the H. bulbosum trait is based on a recessive gene, transformation may 

also be used to mutate or knock-out the orthologous (dominant) barley gene. Systems for targeted 

genome mutation (“Genome Editing”) (Cheng and Alper, 2014) such as transcription activator-

like effector nucleases (TALENs) have been reported for barley (Gurushidze et al., 2014) and 

may allow to manipulate the target trait in barley. CRISPR/Cas is another promising method for 

introducing site-specific double strand DNA breaks, but it has not  been established in barley yet 

(reviewed in Belhaj et al. 2013). Other systems for targeted suppression of gene expression, such 

as RNA-interference (RNAi) in barley are available (Mendiondo et al., 2015) and may also be 

used. However, RNAi may be less efficient, since it usually does not result in a complete knock-

out but only in a knock-down of gene expression resulting in varying reduced expression levels 

(reviewed in Matzke et al., 2001). In any case, TALEN, CRISPR/Cas or RNAi would also 

require stable transformation of the particular “knock-down”-construct via Agrobacterium at first. 

The use of transformation has the general potential to boost the process of H. bulbosum trait 

utilization, due to removing the need of removing negative linkage drag on the basis of 

recombination. However, genetic modification does not replace mapping of the trait and, more 

importantly, a lack of societal acceptance of the method complicates the regulation of such events 

for the use in agriculture (Verstegen et al., 2014).  

4.5 Managing reduced recombination frequencies in H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs 

Reduced interspecific recombination frequencies within introgressed segments pose an important 

bottleneck towards an efficient utilization of barley/H. bulbosum ILs. It has a strong negative 

effect on the efficiency of finding the desired recombination events e.g. for mapping of H. 

bulbosum traits or reducing the size of introgressed fragments. Thus, whenever recombination is 

diminished to a certain level, it will require increasing a population to the same factor, to obtain 

enough recombination. For instance, assuming that about 2000 individuals of a F2 mapping 

population may be necessary for a high-resolution map in region of intermediate or high 

recombination frequencies in barley e.g. at the telomere (Stein and Graner, 2005). If 

recombination now would be reduced to half, the number of individuals would have to be 

increased to 4000 in order to obtain a map of similar resulution as comprated to the situations 

with "normal" recombination. Furthermore, crossovers between H. vulgare and H. bulbosum 

seem to be strongly restricted to distal (and interstitial) positions of the chromosomes (Johnston 
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et al., 2009). This crossover distribution prevents the construction of an exotic introgressions 

library that covers the (nearly) complete H. bulbosum genome. Thus, H. bulbosum trait utilization 

would highly benefit from methods that allow increasing (homeologous) recombination 

frequency and distribution.  

Elevating the homeologous recombination frequency would be desirable for the utilization of H. 

bulbosum traits. In fact the benefit would be threefold as it would increase the efficiency i) to 

generate new ILs, ii) to genetically map H. bulbosum traits and iii) to reduce the size of H. 

bulbosum segments (i.e. to reduce negative linkage drag). The formation of a crossover in general 

is a very complex process, involving multiple factors with many still remaining unknown or not 

well understood  (reviewed by Page and Hawley, 2003; Mézard et al., 2015) . Nonetheless, it is 

known that recombination and crossover depends on a homology search that follows a double-

strand break (Ma, 2006). In accordance to this, the ratio of recombination was found to be 

strongly correlated with sequence identity/diversity (Li et al., 2006). Several proteins are 

involved in this process to prevent the junction of non-homologous regions (Li et al., 2006; 

Svetlanov and Cohen, 2004). For instance, in Arabidopsis silencing of AtMSH2 increased 

recombination frequencies in divergent chromosome regions, suggesting that the gene is involved 

in controlling recombination in respect to sequence divergence (Li et al., 2006). Sequences of 

homeologous chromosomes might differ at varying intensities and may include inversions, 

translocations or mutations. Thus, the reduced crossover frequency between homeologous 

chromosomes of barley and H. bulbosum may be attributed to the nucleotide divergence between 

them.  

The fact, that it is controlled genetically, may be utilized to increase homeologous recombination. 

Maybe the best known example, is the gene Pairing homoeologous1 (Ph1) in wheat on 5B, which 

was found to inhibit pairing and recombination between homeologous chromosomes (Al-Kaff et 

al., 2008; Griffiths et al., 2006). If Ph1 is absent, pairing and recombination between 

homoeologous chromosomes is frequent (Qi et al., 2007). After its discovery in 1958 (Riley and 

Chapman, 1958; Sears and Okamoto, 1958), ph1 mutant wheat lines were used repeatedly to 

introgress chromosome segments of wild relatives into wheat (Islam and Shepherd, 1992; Niu et 

al., 2011). A recent study revealed that the locus name “Pairing homoeologous” was actually not 

completely correct, since homeologous pairing was not reduced in hybrids between wheat and 

rye (n=28) when no homologous chromosomes were present (Martin et al., 2014). In these 
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hybrids Ph1 affected neither the level of synapsis nor the number of potential recombination 

sites, which can be recognized by MLH1 sites via immunolocalization (Martin et al., 2014). 

MLH1 is a mismatch repair protein necessary to process Double Holliday Junctions to crossovers 

(Ashley et al., 2001; Lhuissier et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2014). Thus, the presence of Ph1 must 

have stopped the progression of these MLH1 sites to crossovers in these hybrids (Martin et al., 

2014). Therefore, it was concluded that in wheat, Ph1 promotes pairing of homologs rather than 

suppressing homeologous pairing and it stabilizes polyploidy by preventing crossovers between 

homeologs (Martin et al., 2014). It is possible that similar factors are acting during suppression of 

recombination in barley/H. bulbosum ILs. One approach would be to investigate the presence of 

MLH1 sites in “haploid” barley/H. bulbosum hybrids (VB) in a similar approach as described for 

the wheat-rye hybrid.  

In wheat, Ph1 was delimitated to a cluster of cyclin-dependent kinases (cdk) -like genes by using 

deletion mutants (Al-Kaff et al., 2008). Expression profiling of these genes in the 5B region and 

comparison to their homeologs on 5A and 5D, revealed that the deletion of the cdk-like locus on 

5B results in activation of transcription of functional cdk-like copies on 5A and 5D (Al-Kaff et 

al., 2008). In Arabidopsis the closest homolog of the Ph1 kinase was found to regulate pairing 

and recombination (Zheng et al., 2014), suggesting that this function it is not restricted to wheat 

or polyploids. It would be interesting to investigate whether paralogs of the identified cdk-like 

genes of 5B, 5A and 5D can be found in barley. If yes, they might be studied for instance in 

barley/H. bulbosum ILs with introgressed Hb segments, which are located on the same position 

within the genome, but at the same time, exhibiting different recombination frequencies. 

Fortunately, such ILs have been described earlier (Johnston et al., 2013).  

The study of Al-Kaff et al. (2008) suggests that cdk-like activity is elevated and not degraded if 

Ph1 is missing (Knight et al., 2010). Therefore, it was postulated that if cdk-like activity could be 

increased, homeologous pairing behavior should be elevated even in the presence of Ph1 (Knight 

et al., 2010). Okadaic acid was found to be a protein phosphatase inhibitor that activates cdks and 

induces premature chromosome condensation (Yamashita et al., 1990). When tiller of wheat-rye 

hybrids were treated with okadaic acid, homeologous chromosome pairing was found to be 

similar to that of ph1 mutants (Knight et al., 2010). Thus, it might be interesting to investigate if 

the latter may also increase homeologous recombination in barley/H. bulbosum ILs. However, the 
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correct concentration and time point of the okadaic acid treatment was critical and needs to be 

precisely defined (Knight et al., 2010).  

Alternatively, it was found that alien genes from other species, such as PhI from Ae. speltoides 

can function as inhibitors of Ph1 and Ph2 through epistatic interactions (Chen et al., 1994). It 

would be possible that such genes exist also in barley or H. bulbosum. Furthermore, irradiation 

can be used to promote homeologous recombination. However, generated translocations are often 

deleterious due to genetic imbalance (Wulff and Moscou, 2014). For instance, when irradiation 

was used to generate translocations from Ae. umbellulata into wheat, only one out of 17 

introgressions was not deleterious (Sears, 1956). Thus, irradiation is rather exclusively used to 

generate initial introgressions but not to increase recombination for genetic mapping experiments. 

The genetic resource of well characterized ILs might be a good material to study interspecific 

recombination in barley as discussed above. Furthermore, GBS and exome capture SNPs/markers 

could be used in such approaches to trace recombination events. 

Nonetheless, since homeologous recombination occurs between barley and H. bulbosum, high-

resolution mapping should principally be also possible by screening very large populations 

segregating in the region of the introgression. It should be considered that large introgressed 

segments may exhibit higher relative recombination frequencies than smaller ones (Canady et al., 

2006). In tomato it was found that the size-relative homeologous crossover frequency was 

positively correlated to the length of the introgressed segment (Canady et al., 2006). In other 

words, within smaller segments recombination was more strongly reduced than within larger ones 

(Canady et al., 2006). Consequently, whole chromosome substitutions exhibited the highest 

relative recombination frequencies (Canady et al., 2006). A similar pattern has been found when 

comparing H. bulbosum introgressions (Johnston et al., 2013). However, recombination will also 

strongly depend on the donor genotypes themselves and on the genome location (Wijnker and de 

Jong, 2008). In some genomic regions crossover formation may be completely absent due to 

larger chromosome rearrangements (Hoffmann et al., 2004). 

To circumvent the problem of rare interspecific crossover occurrence, an alternative strategy may 

be to take advantage of intraspecific recombination between different H. bulbosum segments 

rather than relying on the limitations of interspecific recombination between barley and H. 

bulbosum. Two such strategies have been described specifically addressing i) mapping of H. 
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bulbosum traits (Wendler et al., 2015) and ii) reducing the size of H. bulbosum segments after the 

H. bulbosum trait has been mapped (Johnston et al., 2015). The first possible pipeline would be 

based on the accumulated haplotype diversity information of ILs carrying introgressions on the 

same chromosome arm (Wendler et al., 2015). F2 populations derived from ILs with different 

haplotypes in the introgressed homologous H. bulbosum segments will potentially show normal 

rates of intraspecific recombination frequency. This scenario has been proven successful in 

tomato (Canady et al., 2006). By crossing an IL to a second line holding a segment that was more 

closely related to the exotic donor line, recombination frequencies could be significantly 

increased within the two exotic overlapping fragments (Canady et al., 2006). It is important that 

the two “crossing partners” carry sufficiently different haplotypes; thus, recombination can be 

traced easily by molecular markers. For the 145 ILs genotyped by GBS in frame of this thesis, 

appropriate crossing partners can be selected and the available GBS data can be directly utilized 

to develop polymorphic markers (Wendler et al., 2015). Preferably the second IL should be 

negative for the trait of interest to be mapped, thus the resulting progeny will segregate for the 

respective phenotype. However, even if the selected ILs show the same phenotype, the resulting 

mapping population can be used to generate a better marker order resolution within the 

introgressed segments, allowing e.g. to detect rearrangements within the H. bulbosum genome as 

compared to barley. 

The second strategy that relies on intraspecific recombination is promising to obtain ILs with 

particularly small introgressed segments. This strategy has been suggested earlier (Sears, 1981; 

Wijnker and de Jong, 2008) and it was recently successfully transferred to barley/H. bulbosum 

ILs (Johnston et al., 2015). This strategy invokes crossing of two recombinant lines with larger 

introgressed segments on different sides of the target trait and that interleave at a very small 

interval just covering the gene of interest (Sears, 1981; Wijnker and de Jong, 2008). Thus, 

crossover can take place within the small homologous overlapping interval of the two wild-

species segments, which facilitates to generate ILs with particularly small introgression size. The 

identification of the appropriate crossing partners requires access to a rather large panel of ILs 

and they may be most likely only identified within the mapping population itself, if available 

(Johnston et al., 2015). 

Finally, the restriction of H. bulbosum introgressions to distal (and interstitial) positions may be a 

cause of the H. bulbosum genome structure itself, since strongly reduced recombination 
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frequencies were also observed in centromeric regions of H. bulbosum mapping data (Johnston, 

2007; Salvo-Garrido et al., 2001). Compared to barley, the reduction of recombination at the 

centromeres was found to be even more severe, while recombination frequencies were higher at 

the telomeres (Kunzel et al., 2000; Salvo-Garrido et al., 2001).  

In plants several factors have been shown to influence recombination frequency and distribution, 

such as presence of B chromosomes (Jones and Rees, 1967) and application of various chemical 

agents or physical stress, such as temperature shock or UV exposure (Fedak, 1973; Hassan and 

Jones, 1995; Preuss and Copenhaver). Furthermore, many proteins involved in crossover 

formation have been identified (Ma, 2006; Mercier and Grelon, 2008). Manipulation of 

recombination is a desirable goal for barley itself. Mainly for increasing the efficiency of map-

based cloning in recombination cold spots of the genome (genomic areas of low recombination, 

e.g. genetic centromeres), as well as a better introgression of desirable traits in breeding programs 

(Phillips et al., 2010). Thus, research is underway for a better understanding of barley meiosis, 

which may in the future also allow manipulation of barley recombination (Barakate et al., 2014; 

Higgins et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2013). If recombination can be altered in 

barley, such methods may be also promising to be transferred to H. bulbosum, ILs or hybrids and 

to develop a more comprehensive set of H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs. 

5. Conclusion & Outlook 

Owing to the results of the presented thesis work, lack of molecular markers is no longer a 

limiting factor for the utilization of H. bulbosum introgression lines in barley breeding (Wendler 

et al., 2015; Wendler et al., 2014). The collection of well characterized ILs will provide a 

valuable community resource for barley breeding and research. By contrast, reduced 

homeologous recombination frequencies will remain a challenge for the broad utilization of these 

resources and will still complicate the transfer of advantageous H. bulbosum traits. However, 

several possible pathways have been discussed and suggested that may be suitable to either 

increase or avoid interspecific recombination. Genetic stocks of the IL library may provide a 

good source of material to further study homeologous recombination in barley. Nonetheless, 

interspecific recombination does occur and large populations can facilitate the identification of 

appropriate recombinants. For the purpose of gene mapping and isolation the possibility of 

rearranged genome between barley and H. bulbosum should always be considered and may 
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provide challenges. Thus, a high-quality genetic map of the H. bulbosum genome and 

comprehensive comparative genomics analysis between barley and H. bulbosum would be highly 

desirable for the near future. Finally, methods and pipelines that have been established during the 

present study will be highly promising for other crop-wild introgressions, especially if involving 

secondary and tertiary gene pool species.  
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7. Summary 

Crop wild relatives have been recognized as a source of beneficial traits to a given crop species 

and to overcome the erosion of genetic diversity resulting from domestication and small effective 

population sizes in elite breeding programs. Hordeum bulbosum L. is the only representative of 

the secondary gene pool of barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and it has been found as a valuable 

source of genetic diversity for barley improvement, especially regarding to pathogen resistance or 

tolerance. Since the 1990s a considerable number of barley/H. bulbosum introgression lines (ILs) 

have been generated, with introgressed H. bulbosum segments replacing different regions of the 

H. vulgare genome. These ILs harbor a diverse set of desirable traits. So far, the efficient 

utilization of such ILs for improving elite barley germplasm has been hampered, largely due to 

the lack of suitable molecular tools for locating introgressed segments and reduced interspecific 

recombination frequencies. Furthermore, advantageous traits of H. bulbosum can often only be 

transferred at the cost of transferring also negative traits in addition, which are associated with 

the introgressed H. bulbosum segments. Therefore, for the utilization of H. bulbosum traits in 

barley breeding the accurate genetic characterization of barley/H. bulbosum ILs and the 

availability of molecular markers is the prerequisite. Thus, the focus of the present study was to 

establish suitable and state-of-the-art molecular tools and resources for the efficient utilization of 

H. bulbosum traits in barley breeding and research. 

Towards this aim, I explored the usefulness of two next generation sequencing technologies for 

developing and scoring molecular markers in diploid barley/H. bulbosum ILs. A recently 

developed whole exome capture assay in combination with a custom Singe-Nucleotide-

Polymorphisms (SNP) genotyping assay as well as two-enzyme genotyping-by-sequencing 

(GBS) were used to allocate the introgression interval of a barley/H. bulbosum IL and to 

genotype progeny segregating for the introgression. Both methods provided fast and reliable 

detection and mapping of the introgressed segment and enabled the identification of recombinant 

plants avoiding tedious and iterative steps of marker development.  

After prove of concept, GBS was applied to characterize 146 barley/H. bulbosum ILs by looking 

at H. bulbosum-specific SNP frequencies along the barley reference. H. bulbosum segments could 

be identified in all but one of the analyzed ILs. Furthermore, H. bulbosum introgressions were 

localized on all chromosomal arms and even very small (< 1 Mbp) introgressed fragments could 

be detected and localized. A crossing strategy, tackling the problem of reduced interspecific 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/nineties.html
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recombination frequency for mapping of H. bulbosum traits in ILs, by exploiting the here 

generated polymorphisms, information has been proposed and needs to be validated in future 

studies. 

Furthermore, exome capture re-sequencing data of five H. bulbosum accessions and 13 H. 

vulgare cultivars was utilized to design an integrated H. vulgare/H. bulbosum sequence resource. 

This resource contains defined polymorphism information on 112 847 proposed interspecifically 

conserved H. vulgare/H. bulbosum sequence variations, all of which have been anchored to the 

barley reference sequence. This integrated sequence resource will greatly faciltate future marker 

development in ILs derived from any H. vulgare and H. bulbosum donors.  

The here established methods and pipelines, the comprehensive catalogue of precisely 

characterized ILs and the integrated H. vulgare/H. bulbosum sequence will be an excellent 

community resource and of major benefit for the wide-spread utilization of barley/H. bulbosum 

ILs in applied barley breeding as well as in basic research. 
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8. Zusammenfassung 

Die genetische Diversität von wilden Verwandten der Kulturpflanzen können genutzt werden um 

Elitematerial mit vorteilhaften Merkmalen zu bereichern und um dabei dem Verlust an Diversität 

durch Züchtung entgegenzuwirken. Hordeum bulbosum L. repräsentiert als einziges den 

sekundären Genpool von Kulturgerste (Hordeum vulgare L.). Sie birgt daher wertvolles 

genetisches Potential für die Gerstenzüchtung, besonders im Hinblick auf ihre 

Widerstandfähigkeit gegenüber wichtigen Krankheitserregern der Kulturgerste. Seit den 1990er 

Jahren wurde eine beträchtliche Anzahl an Gerste/H. bulbosum Introgressionslinen (ILs) 

generiert, bei denen kleinere Chromosomenabschnitte von  H. bulbosum an unterschiedlichen 

Stellen des Gerstengenomes integriert wurden. Diese ILs beinhalten viele wünschenswerte H. 

bulbosum Eigenschaften. Bis jetzt wurde die effiziente Nutzung dieser ILs für die 

Gerstenzüchtung hauptsächlich durch das Fehlen an geeigneten molekularen Methoden für die 

genetische Charakterisierung der Introgression behindert. Verminderte interspezifische 

Rekombinationshäufigkeiten stellen ein zusätzliches Hindernis dar. Des Weiteren sind die 

vorteilhaften H. bulbosum Gene in den ILs meist mit negativen H. bulbosum  Eigenschaften 

gekoppelt, die sich auf dem gleichen Introgressionsstück befinden. Eine detaillierte genetische 

Charakterisierung und das Vorhandensein von molekularen Markern ist daher Voraussetzung für 

die Nutzbarmachung vorteilhafter Eigenschaften von H. bulbosum. Das Hauptziel dieser Arbeit 

war daher, die Etablierung modernster molekularer Methoden und Ressourcen für eine effiziente 

Nutzbarmachung von H. bulbosum Merkmalen in der Gerstenzüchtung und Forschung. 

Zu diesem Zweck wurde zunächst die Anwendbarkeit zweier auf next generation sequencing 

basierenden Technologien für die Entwicklung von molekularen Markern in diploiden ILs 

evaluiert. Ein kürzlich entwickeltes Exome Capture Assay in Kombination mit einem 

selbsterstellten Singe-Nucleotide-Polymorphisms (SNP) Genotypisierungs Assay als auch 

genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) basierend auf zwei Restriktionsenzymen wurden hierbei 

genutzt um die Introgressionsintervalle von ILs zu bestimmen und segregierende 

Nachkommenschaften dieser ILs zu genotypisieren. Beide Methoden ermöglichten dabei die 

schnelle und akkurate Lokalisation der integrierten Segmente als auch die Detektion der 

rekombinanten Nachkommen. 
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Nach der Etablierung der beiden Methoden, wurde GBS genutzt um 146 bereits vorhandene ILs 

anhand von H. bulbosum-spezifische SNP Frequenzen entlang der Gerstenreferenz zu 

charakterisieren. Dabei konnte in 145 ILs H. bulbosum Introgressionen nachgewiesen werden. H. 

bulbosum Segmente wurden auf allen Gerstenchromosomen Armen detektiert und selbst sehr 

kleine Segmente (< 1Mbp) konnten dabei lokalisiert werden. Ein möglicher Lösungsansatz für 

das Problem der reduzierten interspezifischen Rekombinationshäufigkeit bei der Kartierung von 

H. bulbosum Merkmalen, der auf den hier generierten SNP – und Sequenzinformationen basiert, 

wurde vorgestellt. Der Ansatz muss in zukünftigen Studien getestet werden. 

Exome capture Daten von fünf H. bulbosum Akzessionen und 13 H. vulgare Kultivaren wurden 

für das Design einer integrierten H. vulgare/H. bulbosum Sequenz Ressource genutzt. Diese 

Ressource beinhaltet Informationen über 112 847 mögliche konservierter interspezifischer H. 

vulgare/H. bulbosum Polymorphismen, von denen alle in der Gerstenreferenz verankert sind. Es 

ist wahrscheinlich, dass diese integrierte Sequenz eine umfangreiche Ressource für die 

Entwicklung molekularer Marker in ILs bieten wird, unabhängig von den genutzten H. vulgare 

und H. bulbosum Spender-Genotypen.  

Die hier etablierten Methoden und Pipelines, der umfangreiche Katalog an charakterisierten ILs 

und die integrierte H. vulgare/H. bulbosum Sequenz werden eine hervorragende gemeinnützige 

Ressource bilden und dabei die effiziente Nutzbarmachung von H. vulgare/H. bulbosum ILs in 

der Gerstenzüchtung sowie in der Forschung ermöglichen. 
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10. Abbreviations 

CA California 

% Percent 

˚C Celsius 

µg Microgram 

µL Microliter 

µM Micromolar 

ADT Array Design Tool 

ATP Adenosine triphosphate 

B Haploid H. bulbosum genome 

BAC Bacterial Artificial Chromosome  

BaMMV barley mild mosaic virus  

BaYMV Barley Yellow Mosaic Virus  

BLAST Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 

BMBF Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung 

BOPA Barley Oligonucleotide Pool Assays 

bp Base pairs 

BRW Brigitte Ruge-Wegling 

BSA Bovine Serum Albumin 

BWA Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 

CBN Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature  

Cdk Cyclin-dependent kinases 

cDNA Complementary DNA 

cm Centimeter 

cM Centimorgan 

CNV Copy number variations  

CTAB Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 

cv. Cultivar 

CWR Crop wild relatives  

DH double haploid 

DH Doubled Haploid  

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 

dNTP Desoxyribonukleosidtriphosphate 

EB Elution buffer 

EC Exome capture 

EST Expressed Sequence Tags 

F1 First generation 

F2 Second filial generation 

F6 Sixth filial generation 

F7 Seventh filial generation 

FAO Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 

g Gram 
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Gbp/Gb Giga base pairs 

GBS Genotyping by sequencing 

GC score Gen Call score 

GGA Golden Gate assay 

GP Golden Promise 

H Hordeum 

Hb Hordeum bulbosum 

HC High-confidence 

Het Heterozygous 

HF High Fidelity 

HRM High resolution melting  

Hv Hordeum vulgare 

Hvb Hordeum vulgare/ H. bulbosum introgression line 

IBSC International Barley Genome Sequencing Consortium 

ID Identifier 

IL Introgression line 

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

IPK Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research 

IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 

JKI Julius Kühn-Institut 

Kbp/Kb Kilo base pairs 

LC Low-confidence 

LM-PCR Ligation-mediated PCR 

LOD Logarithm of Odds  

LR leaf rust 

m Meter 

M Molar 

MA Massachusetts 

Mbp/Mb Mega base pairs 

mg Milligram 

mil Powdery mildew 

min Minute(s) 

mM Millimolar 

mRNA Messenger RNA 

MTP Minimal Tiling Path 

mya million years ago  

NB-LRR  Nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat domain-containing 

NCBI National Center for Biotechnology Information 

ng Nanogram 

NGS Next Generation Sequencing 

nm Nanometer 

nM Nanomolar 

NS Nils Stein 
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NZ New Zealand  

Oligo Oligonucleotide 

PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction 

Ph1 Pairing homoeologous1  

POPSEQ Population Sequencing 

PTO bond Phosphorothioate bond 

qPCR QuantitativePCR 

RAD-seq Restriction-site associated DNA sequencing  

RenSeq Resistance gene enrichment Sequencing 

RFLP Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms 

RIL Recombinant Inbred Line 

RNA Ribonucleic acid 

RNA-seq RNA sequencing 

s Second(s) 

S Solanum 

S susceptible 

scald Rynchosporium commune 

SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism 

SPRI Solid phase reversible immobilization 

SR steam rust 

SSLB Septoria speckled leaf blotch 

SSR Simple Sequence Repeats 

STS Sequence Tagged Site 

TALEN Transcription Activator-like Effector Nuclease 

U Unit 

US United States 

V Haploid H. vulgare genome 

V Voltage 

W Watt 

WGS Whole Genome Shotgun 
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11. Supplementary Data 

 

Wendler at al. 2014 

Additional Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article: 

 

 
Figure S 1 Histogram of the 50% GenCall (GC) score of the 96 Golden Gate SNP markers, 

obtained by genotyping in the 2HL Hvb mapping population. 

 

 

 
Figure S 2 GBS adapter, primer for indexing PCR and Illumina sequencing. 
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Table S 1 List of BAC contigs.  

BAC_contig contig size 

(Mb) 

chromosome cM 

contig_1952 1,7 2 136,0482 

contig_14658 0,1 2 138,4561 

contig_2926 2,1 2 138,5977 

contig_11240 0,13 2 140,7932 

contig_9 0,3 2 140,7932 

contig_10477 0,3 2 140,7932 

contig_46638 0,2 2 141,5014 

contig_494 0,6 2 141,5014 

contig_46362 0,4 2 141,5014 

contig_9745 0,2 2 141,5722 

contig_45579 0,5 2 141,7847 

contig_44808 1,5 2 142,3513 

contig_38793 0,1 2 143,1303 

contig_42233 1,2 2 144,2635 

contig_39614 0,8 2 146,2465 

contig_6372 0,5 2 146,3881 

contig_501 0,6 2 146,5297 

contig_45091 0,3 2 146,5297 

contig_44195 1,9 2 147,3088 

contig_44567 0,4 2 147,7337 

contig_45937 0,6 2 148,1586 

contig_45938 0,6 2 148,1586 

contig_45939 0,4 2 148,1586 

contig_43474 2,1 2 148,1586 

 

 

Table S 2 List of Golden Gate SNP markers. 

Reference 

contig 

SNP 

position 

Genotype 

introgression* 

Genotype 

bulbosum* 

Genotype 

borwina* 

Reference 

allele 

Alternate 

allele 

Barley 

chromo-

some 

cM MB Golden 

Gate 

marker 

morex_contig_

40945 

18485 0 2 0 T C 2 93,7 559 GGA_11 

morex_contig_
135636 

2230 0 2 0 G A 2 94,9 563 GGA_24 

morex_contig_

1562222 

1174 0 2 0 G A 2 96,1 564 GGA_95 

morex_contig_
55088 

5613 0 2 0 T C 2 99,3 568 GGA_94 

morex_contig_

1561819 

4162 0 2 0 T C 2 100,4 569 GGA_96 

morex_contig_

56924 

3161 0 2 0 G A 2 102,9 571 GGA_14 

morex_contig_
50835 

4191 2 2 0 T C 2 104,6 572 GGA_7 

morex_contig_

40851 

2774 0 0 2 G A 2 107,2 576 GGA_64 

morex_contig_
39371 

6164 2 2 0 A G 2 110,9 585 GGA_1 

morex_contig_

37648 

2495 2 1 0 T C 2 111,7 585 GGA_2 
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morex_contig_

54147 

234 2 2 0 T G 2 113,5 585 GGA_3 

morex_contig_

37410 

2617 2 1 0 T G 2 113,9 586 GGA_10 

morex_contig_

50365 

3258 2 2 0 A G 2 113,9 585 GGA_12 

morex_contig_
40862 

13298 2 1 0 A G 2 113,9 585 GGA_13 

morex_contig_

1558026 

6732 2 2 0 C T 2 113,9 588 GGA_4 

morex_contig_
275706 

939 2 1 0 G A 2 113,9 588 GGA_6 

morex_contig_

46919 

2469 2 1 0 G C 2 113,9 588 GGA_8 

morex_contig_

275706 

4111 0 0 2 C T 2 113,9 588 GGA_86 

morex_contig_
70314 

2065 2 2 0 C G 2 113,9 588 GGA_9 

morex_contig_

37468 

2211 2 2 0 C T 2 114,1 589 GGA_15 

morex_contig_
1593008 

2995 2 2 0 C T 2 114,1 588 GGA_16 

morex_contig_

40876 

2333 2 2 0 T C 2 114,1 588 GGA_17 

morex_contig_

6807 

4275 2 1 0 C T 2 114,1 588 GGA_18 

morex_contig_
61715 

3255 2 2 0 T C 2 114,1 588 GGA_5 

morex_contig_

137011 

3660 2 2 0 C A 2 114,2 589 GGA_19 

morex_contig_
137075 

4084 2 2 0 A T 2 114,9 589 GGA_20 

morex_contig_

52733 

1212 0 2 0 A G 2 118,1 589 GGA_35 

morex_contig_

45476 

1765 0 2 0 A G 2 118,7 591 GGA_83 

morex_contig_
49247 

6423 2 2 0 G A 2 119,8 592 GGA_22 

morex_contig_

56633 

5780 0 2 0 T C 2 119,8 592 GGA_76 

morex_contig_
56583 

10275 0 2 0 C G 2 120,7 594 GGA_77 

morex_contig_

38530 

2951 0 2 0 T C 2 123,9 598 GGA_78 

morex_contig_

1564718 

2303 0 2 0 A T 2 125,2 600 GGA_79 

morex_contig_
57338 

2010 0 2 0 T C 2 127,2 602 GGA_59 

morex_contig_

44060 

2196 0 2 0 C T 2 129,7 604 GGA_80 

morex_contig_
1561585 

4081 0 2 0 G A 2 132,6 606 GGA_81 

morex_contig_

275606 

4659 2 2 0 G A 2 137,0 612 GGA_21 

morex_contig_

368802 

4945 2 2 0 A G 2 137,6 612 GGA_23 

morex_contig_
1568600 

722 2 2 0 C A 2 138,6 614 GGA_25 

morex_contig_

106745 

3127 2 2 0 T C 2 138,6 614 GGA_26 

morex_contig_
39549 

5303 2 2 0 T C 2 138,6 614 GGA_28 

morex_contig_

43637 

5327 2 2 0 C T 2 138,6 614 GGA_29 

morex_contig_

1566005 

1647 2 1 0 A G 2 138,6 612 GGA_31 

morex_contig_
2522914 

310 2 2 0 A G 2 138,6 612 GGA_32 

morex_contig_

276884 

2246 2 2 0 T A 2 140,3 614 GGA_33 
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morex_contig_

134768 

2847 2 1 0 A G 2 140,3 614 GGA_34 

morex_contig_

8868 

2280 2 2 0 T C 2 140,3 614 GGA_36 

morex_contig_

50394 

6190 2 1 0 C A 2 140,5 614 GGA_27 

morex_contig_
50394 

880 2 2 0 A G 2 140,5 614 GGA_30 

morex_contig_

6903 

2865 2 2 0 G T 2 140,7 614 GGA_37 

morex_contig_
47733 

7337 2 2 0 G A 2 140,8 615 GGA_38 

morex_contig_

136074 

2012 2 2 0 A T 2 140,8 614 GGA_39 

morex_contig_

2553533 

1032 2 1 0 A G 2 140,8 614 GGA_52 

morex_contig_
2548179 

13796 2 2 0 C T 2 140,9 615 GGA_40 

morex_contig_

37165 

4647 2 1 0 G A 2 140,9 615 GGA_41 

morex_contig_
135472 

1830 2 2 0 T A 2 141,0 616 GGA_42 

morex_contig_

2547841 

3736 2 2 0 G A 2 141,0 616 GGA_43 

morex_contig_

6586 

3000 2 2 0 C G 2 141,0 616 GGA_44 

morex_contig_
40976 

3165 2 1 0 G T 2 141,1 616 GGA_45 

morex_contig_

53846 

2346 2 2 0 A T 2 141,6 616 GGA_46 

morex_contig_
104818 

308 2 2 0 G A 2 142,1 616 GGA_69 

morex_contig_

1560652 

8173 2 2 0 G C 2 142,3 616 GGA_47 

morex_contig_

2552114 

1345 2 2 0 C A 2 142,4 618 GGA_48 

morex_contig_
2552817 

5942 2 1 0 G A 2 142,4 618 GGA_49 

morex_contig_

274895 

2386 2 2 0 A G 2 142,4 618 GGA_50 

morex_contig_
47457 

3554 2 1 0 C T 2 142,4 618 GGA_51 

morex_contig_

51188 

2066 2 1 0 T G 2 142,4 618 GGA_53 

morex_contig_

44257 

9743 2 1 0 G A 2 142,4 618 GGA_54 

morex_contig_
43340 

4471 2 2 0 T C 2 142,4 618 GGA_84 

morex_contig_

43982 

4598 2 1 0 G C 2 144,1 618 GGA_55 

morex_contig_
1562165 

2776 2 2 0 A G 2 144,3 620 GGA_56 

morex_contig_

1563321 

2446 2 2 0 T C 2 144,3 620 GGA_57 

morex_contig_

43759 

6854 2 1 0 T G 2 144,3 620 GGA_58 

morex_contig_
41725 

3650 2 2 0 T C 2 145,6 620 GGA_60 

morex_contig_

438554 

1092 2 1 0 C G 2 145,6 620 GGA_61 

morex_contig_
42008 

3889 2 2 0 T C 2 145,6 621 GGA_62 

morex_contig_

135277 

6524 2 2 0 T A 2 146,5 621 GGA_63 

morex_contig_

9839 

844 2 2 0 T C 2 146,5 621 GGA_65 

morex_contig_
158172 

2012 2 2 0 T C 2 146,9 623 GGA_66 

morex_contig_

41279 

976 2 2 0 C A 2 146,9 622 GGA_67 
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morex_contig_

37285 

2324 2 2 0 A G 2 148,4 623 GGA_68 

morex_contig_

45528 

1469 2 1 0 A C 2 149,3 626 GGA_85 

morex_contig_

44962 

3125 2 2 0 A G 2 149,3 626 GGA_70 

morex_contig_
453346 

8458 2 2 0 G A 2 149,3 626 GGA_71 

morex_contig_

45528 

5739 2 2 0 T C 2 149,3 626 GGA_72 

morex_contig_
1570648 

594 2 2 0 G A 2 149,3 626 GGA_82 

morex_contig_

41516 

11578 2 2 0 G A 2 149,4 627 GGA_73 

morex_contig_

1579900 

1570 2 2 0 G A 2 149,4 626 GGA_74 

morex_contig_
55146 

956 2 2 0 A G 2 149,4 627 GGA_75 

morex_contig_

44687 

2329 2 2 0 T C 2 149,4 628 GGA_87 

morex_contig_
38887 

11979 2 1 0 G A 2 149,4 626 GGA_88 

morex_contig_

1564940 

961 2 2 0 T C 2 149,4 628 GGA_89 

morex_contig_

158546 

1861 2 2 0 A G 2 149,4 627 GGA_90 

morex_contig_
511440 

1664 2 2 0 C T 2 149,4 627 GGA_91 

morex_contig_

55742 

1306 2 2 0 G A 2 149,4 628 GGA_92 

morex_contig_
7601 

6980 2 2 0 T G 2 149,4 628 GGA_93 

* 0 = reference allele; 2 = alternative allele; 1 = heterozygous 

 

 

Table S 3 Table of GBS indices. 
Oligo ID  Oligo sequence (5'-3') (index marked with small letters) Index sequence (5'-3') 

indexing7001 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcctgcgaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TCGCAGG 

indexing7002 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtgcagagGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CTCTGCA 

indexing7003 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATacctaggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCTAGGT 

indexing7004 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATttgatccGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GGATCAA 

indexing7005 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATatcttgcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCAAGAT 

indexing7006 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtctccatGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ATGGAGA 

indexing7007 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcatcgagGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CTCGATG 

indexing7008 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATttcgagcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCTCGAA 

indexing7009 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATagttggtGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ACCAACT 

indexing7010 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgtaccggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCGGTAC 

indexing7011 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcggagttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AACTCCG 

indexing7012 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATacttcaaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TTGAAGT 

indexing7013 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtgatagtGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ACTATCA 

indexing7014 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgatccaaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TTGGATC 

indexing7015 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcaggtcgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CGACCTG 

indexing7016 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcgcattaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TAATGCG 

indexing7017 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATggtacctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGGTACC 

indexing7018 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATggacgcaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TGCGTCC 

indexing7019 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgagattcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GAATCTC 
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indexing7020 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgagcatgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CATGCTC 

indexing7021 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgttgcgtGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ACGCAAC 

indexing7022 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATccaatgcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCATTGG 

indexing7023 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcgagatcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GATCTCG 

indexing7024 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcatattgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CAATATG 

indexing7025 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgacgtcaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TGACGTC 

indexing7026 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtggcatcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GATGCCA 

indexing7027 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgtaattgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CAATTAC 

indexing7028 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcctatctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGATAGG 

indexing7029 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcaatcggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCGATTG 

indexing7030 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgcggcatGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ATGCCGC 

indexing7031 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATagtactgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CAGTACT 

indexing7032 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtactattGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AATAGTA 

indexing7033 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATccggatgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CATCCGG 

indexing7034 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaccatgaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TCATGGT 

indexing7035 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcggttctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGAACCG 

indexing7036 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtattccaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TGGAATA 

indexing7037 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcctcctgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CAGGAGG 

indexing7038 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaggtattGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AATACCT 

indexing7039 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgcattcgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CGAATGC 

indexing7040 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATttgcgaaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TTCGCAA 

indexing7041 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATttgaattGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AATTCAA 

indexing7042 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATctgcgcgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CGCGCAG 

indexing7043 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATagaccttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AAGGTCT 

indexing7044 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgtccagtGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ACTGGAC 

indexing7045 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATacctgctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGCAGGT 

indexing7046 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATccggtacGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GTACCGG 

indexing7047 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcttgaccGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GGTCAAG 

indexing7048 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcatcattGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AATGATG 

indexing7049 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtctgactGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGTCAGA 

indexing7050 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtctagttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AACTAGA 

indexing7051 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgccatagGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CTATGGC 

indexing7052 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaccgtcgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CGACGGT 

indexing7053 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcttggttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AACCAAG 

indexing7054 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtacgccgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CGGCGTA 

indexing7055 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATggactgcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCAGTCC 

indexing7056 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgcgcgagGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CTCGCGC 

indexing7057 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgtcgcagGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CTGCGAC 

indexing7058 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcatacgtGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ACGTATG 

indexing7059 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtcagtatGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT ATACTGA 

indexing7060 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATctaagtaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TACTTAG 

indexing7061 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATttagcttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AAGCTAA 

indexing7062 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcgccgtcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GACGGCG 

indexing7063 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgtcttctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGAAGAC 
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indexing7064 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgccggacGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GTCCGGC 

indexing7065 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaagctgaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TCAGCTT 

indexing7066 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgcgctctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGAGCGC 

indexing7067 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcgtaggcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCCTACG 

indexing7068 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATatgattaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TAATCAT 

indexing7069 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgcaggttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AACCTGC 

indexing7070 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaatcgtcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GACGATT 

indexing7071 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcggcctaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TAGGCCG 

indexing7072 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATctatgccGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GGCATAG 

indexing7073 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATggttgaaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TTCAACC 

indexing7074 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgagttaaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TTAACTC 

indexing7075 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtagactaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TAGTCTA 

indexing7076 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtcatgcaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TGCATGA 

indexing7077 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgcttattGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AATAAGC 

indexing7078 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcaaggctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGCCTTG 

indexing7079 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaggttggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCAACCT 

indexing7080 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcttctgcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCAGAAG 

indexing7081 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtaattctGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AGAATTA 

indexing7082 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgatgctgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CAGCATC 

indexing7083 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATcctagaaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TTCTAGG 

indexing7084 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATctagaggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCTCTAG 

indexing7085 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATtatccggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCGGATA 

indexing7086 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATaggcggcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCCGCCT 

indexing7087 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATggtcgttGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT AACGACC 

indexing7088 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATccgctggGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CCAGCGG 

indexing7089 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATggaactaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TAGTTCC 

indexing7090 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATattgccaGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT TGGCAAT 

indexing7091 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATatatacgGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT CGTATAT 

indexing7092 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATgattagcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GCTAATC 

indexing7093 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATagaagtcGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GACTTCT 

indexing7094 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATatagtacGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGT GTACTAT 

 

 

Table S 4 Primer sequences for marker verification. 

Name  Sequence 5´ to 3´ marker_resequenced 

GGA_61_2_F GTGTGTTGCTGTTTGGTGGA GGA_61 

GGA_61_2_R CCCTTACGAGCTCACCATGT GGA_61 

Contig_41725_1_F AAGATGGAGCTGCAGAAGGA GBS_22 

Contig_41725_1_R CCCGCACCAATAAGCAGTAT GBS_22 
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Wendler at al. 2015 

Additional files can be downloaded via e!DAL(Arend et al., 2014) under: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5447/IPK/2015/3 

 

Additional_file 1 Genotyping and crossing information for 146 re-sequenced ILs.  

The first slide (Introgression lines) of this file contains the genotyping information and 

information on the crossing schemes of the analyzed ILs. An “IPK ID” was provided for each IL 

to simplify tracking and designating of the lines within the manuscript. The designation under “IL 

code” and “DH” provides the original naming, which has been commonly used at the New 

Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited, Christchurch, New Zealand. “IL code” and 

“DH” printed in “bold” designate the lines or double haploids (“DH”) that were used for re-

sequencing. The Hv cultivar ‘Golden Promise’ was abbreviated with “GP” and the description 

under the column “hybrid breeding” encodes as follows: 1. cross tetraploid Hv with tetraploid 

Hb; 2. cross diploid Hv with diploid Hb then colchicine treatment; 3. cross tetraploid Hb with 

diploid Hv than backcross to Hv; 4. cross tetraploid Hb with diploid Hv. The columns 

“introgression location” indicate the genomic location of detected Hb segments using either in 

situ hybridization and/or molecular markers at the New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food 

Research Limited, Christchurch, New Zealand (“NZ”), or genotyping-by-sequencing (“GBS”). 

The second slide (Hordeum bulbosum) contains descriptions for H. bulbosum clones that have 

been the donors of ILs. 

Additional_file 2 Genotyping-by-sequencing SNP frequencies and raw sequencing data output 

of 145 ILs.  

This file contains the Hb-specific SNP frequencies and raw sequence data output for 145 ILs. 

Genotyping-by-sequences SNPs were filtered to identify Hb derived SNPs (Hb-specific SNP) 

within each IL. These SNPs were plotted along the physical reference map of barley 

(International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) in bins of 5 Mbp (“Mbp bin”). The ILs 

(Sample_1 to Sample_160) are listed by their IPK ID. In case of ILs with heterozygous Hb 

segments, the designation “_het” was added behind the IL´s ID. The amount of raw sequencing 

output “Mbp” and “Number of sequence reads” is given for each sample. 
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Additional_file 3 Hb-specific SNPs and anchoring information from genotyping-by-sequencing 

of 145 ILs.  

Genotyping-by-sequencing derived SNPs were filtered to identify Hb derived SNPs (Hb-specific 

SNPs) within each IL. A list of filtered Hb-specific SNPs is given for each IL. The ILs 

(Sample_1 to Sample_160) are listed by their IPK ID. In case of ILs with heterozygous Hb 

segments, the designation “_het” was added behind the IL´s ID. Hb-specific SNPs were anchored 

based on the genetically and physical barley reference maps (International Barley Sequencing 

Consortium, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013a). The column “contig” declares the reference sequence 

contig of cultivar ‘Morex’ (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012), on which a 

particle SNP was detected. The columns “pos”, “ref”, “alt” and “qual” designate the position of 

the SNP within the reference contig, the allele of the reference sequence, the alternative allele and 

the SAMtools SNP quality score (Li et al., 2009), respectively. The genotypes for the ILs and the 

respective Hb and Hv donor lines are listed in columns “F”, “G” and “H” (0: homozygous the 

reference allele; 2: homozygous the alternative allele; 1: heterozygous). The anchoring 

information for each SNP position is given in columns I to N. The columns “chr”, “cM”, 

“parent_fpc” and “MB” declare the barley chromosome, CentiMorgans, the BAC (fingerprint) 

contig and the Mbp position of a SNP locus based on the physical/genetical reference 

(International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012), respectively. Furthermore, columns 

“chr_popseq” and “popseq_cM” describe the barley chromosome and the CentiMorgans of a 

SNP locus based on the genetical barley reference map (Mascher et al., 2013a). 

Additional_file 4 Genotyping-by-sequencing FASTA-files.  

FASTA-files of genotyping-by-sequencing targets with a minimum of 5-fold sequence reads in 

the IL and the respective Hb and Hv donor lines are given for each IL. The FASTA-files are 

based on the whole-genome shotgun assembly of cultivar ‘Morex’ (International Barley 

Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Base pair positions with less than 5-fold sequence read coverage 

are masked as ‘N’ and filtered Hb-specific SNPs (Additional_file3) are visualized as IUPAC 

codes (IUPAC-IUB Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature (CBN), 1970). 
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Additional_file 5 Genotyping-by-sequencing SNP heat-plots of 145 ILs. 

 Hb-specific SNPs were discovered with genotyping-by-sequencing and plotted along the 

physical  (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) (5 Mbp bins) and genetic 

(Mascher et al., 2013a) (2 cM bins) reference maps of barley. The frequency of Hb-specific SNP 

was visualized in 1/110 (physical map) and 1/150 (genetical map) color steps from white to red 

using heat.colors with the R statistical environment (R Core Team, 2012). 

 

Additional_file 6 Approximate physical and genetic locations of detected Hb segments. 

Approximate physical (Mbp) (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) and genetic 

(popseq_cM) (Mascher et al., 2013a) start and end positions of individual introgressed Hb 

segments were estimated based on the occurrence of genotyping-by-sequencing derived Hb-

specific SNPs. Start and end positions of Hb segments were determined based on an 

uninterrupted SNP coverage along the introgressed regions. The numbers of detected Hb-specific 

SNPs within the potential Hb segments are given (“no. of SNPs”). 

Additional_file 7 Diversity analysis between overlapping Hb segments of different ILs. 

Genotyping-by-sequencing SNP haplotypes were compared pairwise between ILs with 

overlapping Hb segments. ILs with Hb segments that were estimated to physically (International 

Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012) overlap were compared (identity-by-state) if at least 20 

SNP loci were shared and non-missing (“nshared”) within the region of the overlapping Hb 

segment in a pairwise comparison (“Sample1” to “Sample2”). The percentage of identical SNP 

calls (“nid”) between each two compared ILs was calculated for the region of the overlapping Hb 

segment (“percent_id”). 

Additional_file 8 Four examples for haplotype comparisons of overlapping Hb segments. 

The genotyping-by-sequencing haplotypes of overlapping Hb segments were compared to 

identify potential polymorphic SNPs between the overlapping fragments and to determine the 

diversity within the segments. The column “contig”, “pos”, “ref”, “alt”, “qual”, “chr”, “cM”, 

“parent_fpc”, “MB”, “popseq_chr” and “popseq_cM” are in accordance as described in 

Additional_file3.  The genotypes for the compared ILs and the respective Hb and Hv donor lines 
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are listed in columns “F” to “I” (example 1), “F” to “J” (example 2 and 4) or “F” to “K” (example 

3) (0: homozygous the reference allele; 2: homozygous the alternative allele; 1: heterozygous).  

Additional_file 9 Genotyping-by-sequencing SNP calls for all ILs and donor lines. 

Genotyping-by-sequencing derived SNPs were filtered to conduct a minimum sequence read 

coverage of 5 and a minimum SAMtools SNP call quality score of 5. The column “contig”, 

“pos”, “ref”, “alt”, “qual”, “chr”, “cM”, “parent_fpc”, “MB”, “popseq_chr” and “popseq_cM” 

are in accordance as described in Additional_file3. The remaining columns contain the SNP 

genotype call information of all analyzed ILs as well as the donor Hv and Hb lines (Sample_xx). 

The genotype description encodes as follows: 0: homozygous the reference allele; 2: homozygous 

the alternative allele; 1: heterozygous. 

Additional_file 10 Integrated Hv/Hb sequence: FASTA-file. 

An integrated Hv/Hb FASTA-file was designed based on exome capture re-sequencing data of 5 

Hb accessions, 13 Hv cultivars and the whole-genome shotgun assembly of cultivar ‘Morex’ 

(International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012). Base pair positions with less than 5-fold 

coverage in any sample were marked as ‘N’ and detected SNPs were given in IUPAC codes 

(IUPAC-IUB Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature (CBN), 1970).  

Additional_file 11 Integrated Hv/Hb sequence: List of interspecific SNPs. 

An integrated Hv/Hb polymorphism resource was designed based on exome capture re-

sequencing data of 5 Hb accessions, 13 Hv cultivars and the whole-genome shotgun assembly of 

cultivar ‘Morex’ (International Barley Sequencing Consortium, 2012).  This file contains the 

filtered interspecific, conserved SNPs and their associated anchoring information. The column 

“contig”, “pos”, “ref”, “alt”, “qual”, “chr”, “cM”, “parent_fpc”, “MB”, “popseq_chr” and 

“popseq_cM” are in accordance as described in Additional_file3. The column “which_alt” 

declares the species, which contains the alternative allele at the particular SNP position.  
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